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Ten arrested on drug-related charges
Eight of those apprehended
were Murray State students

MURRAY. KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK COOPER
Murray L•dger & Times Staff Writer

While eight of the 12 suspects
searched for in a drug sweep Monday are or were Murray State University students.- the arrests of
those individuals do not indicate an
organized drug ring on campus.
according to Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins.
Ten of the 12 suspects were
arrested Monday by law enforcement officials from the MPD and
the Kentucky State Police Drug
Enforcement/Special InvestigationWest unit in coordination with the
MSU public safety department. The
suspects were indicted by a Calloway County Grand Jury last Friday.
Charges ,listeci on the 21 arrest
warrants - which had been previously reported at 31 warrants ranged from trafficking in cocaine
to obtaining a prescription through
fraud, according to officials.
•,,7•cc's not
l'h•-ffm) remainir

WORLD
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - - Prosecutors said today
that two key witnesses in Win Me 1xlandela's trial on kidnapping, and assault charges had
refused to testify because they
feared for their lives.

STATE
RICHMOND, Ky..
A
Madison County man was shot
to death and a passenger in his
pickup was wounded after a
motorist flagged them down
about eight miles cast of Richmond. auth,.?rities said. Kentucky State Police said Bill Dixon,
51. died at the scene of the
attack Sunday at the intersection
of two rural roads. Akin
McKinney, 16, who was riding
th Dixon, was shot in 1'
arrrk,v.

SPORTS
ThoINGLEWOOD, Calif.
mas Hearns tuned up for his
World Boxing Association light
heavyweight championship bout
against Virgil Hill in May by
knocking out Kemper Morton at
2:02 of the second round.

BUSINESS
NEW YORK
An airline
industry fare war widened as at
least three domestic carriers said
they matched or beat a 33 percent price cut on trans-Atlantic
flights initiated a day earlier by
British Airways.

Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins goes over the arrest report following the arrest of ten of 12 suspects
Monday. The 12 were indicted on felony drug charges by a Calloway County grand jury last Friday. The
two remaining suspects are believed to be out of the state, Elkins said, but should be located soon. The
arrests follow a 7-month investigation by the MPD, the Kentucky State Police Drug EnforcementSpecial
Investigation-Nkest unit and the Murray State, Uni.ersitx Public Safetrf.:Departnient

By FRED BAYLES
Associated Press Wnt•r

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia -Favored ,by the desert sun, allied
jets stepped up the air war Monday
with hundreds more bombing runs
against Iraqi targets. The city of
Basra, nerve center, of Iraq's
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and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular orrice hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

defense, was believed all but cut
off.
Iraq fired two Scuds at Israel and
launched a missile at Saudi Arabia,
causing injuries and damage in
both countries.
"We hated to come back, but we
ran out of bombs," an exuberant
U.S. Air Force pilot told reporters

Murray Lodger & Tema Start Writer

A total of S4,487.43 was spent to
help with utilities alone during the
month of January by the MurrayCalloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry,
Inc.
Euple Ward, executive director,
in her report to the board on Monday at Pagliai's, said this amount
was used to help 111 households
with their heating bills for the first
month of 1991.
"This is a higher amount than
usual, as West Kentucky Allied
Services in its HEAP Program is
only helping with heating bills now
for persons who have had their
electricity cut off," Ward said.
"We attempt to help whenever
possible the household when a
cutoff notice is received; thereby
eliminating the cost of a new hookup if the service is cut off," added
Ward.
During the month of January a

meeting with Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney and joint chiefs chairman Gen. Cohn Powell, both just
back from Saudi Arabia, the president said the air war "will continue for a - while.''"
As for a ground offensive, Bush
said, "we're not talking about
dates.''

on his return from a bombing run.
As U.S. air commanders pressed
this "battlefield preparation
phase." President Bush met with
his war advisers to consider ordering American troops onto that battlefield - in a decisive ground war
for Kuwait.
Emerging from a 'White House

"The drug problem is a
national scourge — apparently it hi4.,touched western
Kentucky."
— Ronald j. Kurth,
.11St . president
agents on campus. kilns sa , d, h.
he refused to commn1,
adding more nformat:-on
undercover work ' ft:ay
future ;nvestigatnin."
The invest,gatio7
mostly unrelated dr..g acf;-..yy.
however, and not a so-aHet 7H7'4.
(Cont'd on page 2;

In Baghdad, the government
announced it was re4hing std
deeper into the Iraqi population into the schools — for teen-age
soldiers to help "destroy the enemies of God and humanity.
Also Winday,
%iigiOuS
(Cont'd on page 2)

Table talk

Need Line continues
to help area families
By JO BURKEEN

LAKE LEVELS

soon
InformJ,
investigin
arrests .S4,sgather•

Air war escalates; Basra reported nearly cut off

FORECAST
Increasing cloudiness tonight.
Lows in the lower 40s. South
wind around 10 mph. Cloudy
and breezy Wednesday with
showers likely.

50-CENTS

total of $5,343.52 was spent to help
clients. This includes the amount
for utilities. A total of 315 problems was noted in the report for
January.
Stanford Andrus, treasurer of
Need Line, said "if this large
amount of service was necessary
for many months, the Need Line
Association would be unable to
continue us services."
The Rev. Nowell Bingham,
board member, and Dick Hoffman,
hoard president, will talk with
WKAS officials to see if something
can be worked out so that more
help, usually received from this
agency, can again be made
available.
The Need Line is now located in
its new offices in the Weaks Community Center. Hoffman expressed
appreciation to members of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity at Murray
State University for their assistance
in helping Need Line in its move

Rupert Nix, left, chats with Max Wallace as they apply the finishing touches of Wdx to the conference
room's board table at the George Weaks Community Center. The board room will be available for use by
tenants in the building, according to Nix.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Officials to review Bowling Green compost operation
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledgar ai Tema. Statl Writer

Representatives from the city of
Murray and Murray State University will attend a meeting in Bowling
Green Thursday to obtain information on how to set up a compost.
They will meet with officials

from Western Kentucky University's agricultural department to discuss how the city of Bowling
Green and WKU share responsibilities in the operation of a compost.
Murray City Planner Don Elias
said he hopes that a compost will
be established in Murray before the
fall, when residents begin raking

leaves. He will be among the city
officials attending Thursday's
meeting.
Although the city of Murray
does not take leaves to the landfill,
there is no place in town to compost the leaves. Elias said that the
leaves collected last fall were
placed on city-owned land that
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needed filling. He pointed out that
the leaves which were bagged up
by residents were not taken to the
landfill; they were taken to the
same place as the leaves that were
left on the edge of yards to be vacuumed up by the city.
Setting up a compost is "a relatively low cost capital operation,"
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according to Elias. He said WKU
and the city of Bowling C-een
operate their compost for at out
$12,000 to $15,000 per year. Ad
by selling the mulch from the compost, they are able to pay for the
operation of the compost as well as
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Elkins said.
"We worked real hard (but) we
found less drug activity than we
expected," Elkins said. "I don't
know really how to gauge these
things but for a campus this size,
we found less than expected. We
know we haven't gotten them all."
No searches were carried out
during the arrests, Elkins said. and
no drugs were discovered. Arrests
were made by police at the suspects' homes or in MSU dorms and
.lassroorns. according to reports.
Those arrested include:
• Josephine Wolfe. 50. of 510.S.
Seventh Street, Murray. charied
with trafficking in Buspar. a cOn
trolled substance. The crime
allegedls occurred April -S. 1990
She was released on a S5.000 bond.
• Barry Monism. 27. of 518 S.
Sesenth Street. Murray. charged
with two anints of trafficking in
marijuana within 1.000 yards of a
school. Morrison Is Wolfe's son
and his home. owned ny
in the process of being seved by

• Kenneth W. Northamer, 22, of
1611 Main Street, Murray. charged
with trafficking in cocaine stemming from an incident on Sept. 17.
He is currently being held on a
$5,000 bond.
• Michael Abraham, 22, of 1315
Main Street, Murray, charged with
trafficking in Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD) in connection with
an incident on Jan. 24, 1991. He
was released on a 55,000 bond.
• Ban Parnell, 24, Hendersonville, Tenn., charged with trafficking
a schedule 2 non -narcotic
(amphetamine).
Northamers car was also seized
during the arrests, according to

authorities, according to Elkins.
Morrison was released on a S5.000
bond.
• Christine Lee, 37, of 826 Fox
Meadows, Murray, charged with
eight counts of unlawfully obtain
ing the prescription drug Florinal
III. The charges date to Oct. 24.
1989, police said. She has been
released on a $2,500 bond.
• Rex Allen Stone, 31, of Rt. 7,
Murray, charged with possession of
cocaine. He was released on a
55,000 bond.
• Gregory S. Seaphus, 23, of
Meridian. Miss.. charged with trafficking in cocaine in connection
with an incident on April 10. 1990
He is currently being held on a
S I 0.0(W) bond.
• Terry D. Turner, 19, of 207 W.
Clay Street, Clinton. charged with
trafficking in cocaine within 1.000
yards of 3 school. He is currently
being held on a S5,000 bond.
• Thomas A. Elliot, 21, of 1127
Tobacco Road, Clarksville, Tenn .
charged with trafficking in cocaine
stunrning from an incident on Sept
tI:;,nd,ie
He was released on a 55.000

Insured Certificates
of Deposit
month
6 -IF,'
6
;
I year 6 —

Five of those arrested that were
identified as current MSU students.
Seaphus. Turner. Elliot, Northamer.
Abraham and Parnell, stand to be
expelled from school under prosisions in the school's Code of Conduct,/ according to MSI Prosost
Dr. James Booth.
Three other suspects indicted
were MSU students at the time of
the alleged crimes, Elkins said.
"The drug problem is a national
scourge --- apparently it has touched western Kentucky:" according to
MSU president Dr Ronald .1
Kurth.
Booth added that further drug
investigations on campus are
underway but it is not known
whether other arrests are pending at
this time.
The arrests of five students
"absolutely concerns us,- Booth
said. "We plan a thorough internal
review."
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Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal,
said bombers have destroyed many
of the key links into and out of
Basra, which lies in a region
crisscrossed by rivers and other
waterways.

Air war...

(Cont 'd from page 1)
affairs minister, Abdullah Fadel,
said "thousands" of civilians have
been killed or wounded in allied
"Perhaps there is traffic going
bombings. It was the first time a from Baghdad down into Basra, but
senior Iraqi official had spoken of in fact it can't get into Basra
such high civilian losses. The govbecause of the bridges that have
ernment previously listed 650 ciVibeen knocked out," Neal told
lian dead.
reporters.
Peace activist and former U.S.
A British television corresponAttorney General Ramsey Clark, dent reported from Iraq that many
newly returned to New York from
remaining residents were fleeing
Basra, "which will be virtually cut
a week in Iraq, said the chief of the
off if the allies sever one remaining
country's Red. Cross affiliate estibridge."
mated civilian deaths at 6,000 to
The Desert Storm allies have
7,000.
also targeted pontoon bridges
In the Middle East and elsereplacing the wrecked permanent
where, the quest for peace
spans. A British spokesman said a
continued.
pontoon bridge across the EupA Soviet envoy. Yevgeny Primakov. ventured into bomb-battered
hrates River — northwest of Basra
Baghdad to meet with Iraqi Presi— was hit by 12 bombs Monday,
dent Saddam Hussein on Tuesday
broke up and floated downstream.
about a Kremlin initiative to end
The U.S. command sounded conthe war. In Yugoslavia, representafident it was strangling Iraq's
tives of 15 non-aligned nations
logistical link to the front lines.
began considering an Iranian bid to "They may be getting little more
mediate an end to the conflict.
than food and water thiough now,"
The Soviets and Iranians- say
Lt. Gen. Thomas Kelly, the PentaIraq must agree to end its 6-monthgon's operations director, said in
old occupation of Kuwait, a condiWashington.
tion Saddam has rejected. Before
The Americans reported continuheading to Baghdad, Primakov
ing successful strikes against tanks.
stopped in Tehran to coordinate his
artillery 'and Iraqi bunkers in the
actis ales with the Iranians.
Kuwait theater.
Since last week, in a buildup to
Capt. Dewey Gay, the F-16 pilot
who "hated to come back," said
.ground war. Operation Desert
his flight ''pretty much got all the
Storm's air arm has intensified its
attacks on Iraqi positions and supptanks. ... This was one of the best
ly lines, particularly bridges, in the
ones in a while."
Kuwait Theater of Operations --Desert Storm officers also
Kuwait and southern Iraq.
reported likely hits against four
Brightening skies Monday
Iraqi mobile missile launchers Sunenabled air commanders to mount day in southern and western Iraq.
2,900 sorties over 24 hours, hunLate Monday, however, a Scud
dreds more than on any recent day.
was Tired at Israel and another at
The U.S command said 750 misRiyadh, the Saudi capital. Nracli
sions were directed against Iraqi
authorities said the Scud there fell
positions in the Kuwait theater. into a deserted area in the central
including 200 against the dug-in - part of the country. U.S.-supplied
Republican Guard, the Iraqi army's
Patriot missiles destroyed the
elite units.
incoming Scud near Riyadh, but
Basra was again hit hard. The
falling debris injured two people.
southern Iraqi port is both headofficials said.
quarters for the Iraqi defense and a
Early Tuesday, a missile with a
transshipment point for supplies
conventional warhead hit a residengoing to troops in southern Iraq
tial area in Israel, officials said.
and in Kuwait. 30 miles to the
Army spokesman Brig. Gen, Nachsouth.
man Shai did not say how many
A U.S command spokesman.
people were hurt but that "most of
them are only slightly wounded.
Perhaps one or two of them suffered moderate wounds."
Patriots were fired to intercept
the Scud, but it was not clear if
iConE d from page 1)
they hit the Iraqi missile.
.•.s quarters.
Out in .Persian Gulf waters, a
Need Line is a service designed
British navy helicopter caught a
to meet the immediate emergency 75-foot Iraqi patrol boat on the
needs of residents of Murray and move under cover of darkness early
Calloway County. It is supported Monday off Faylaka Island, cast of
by Calloway County Fiscal Court, Kuwait City, and blasted it with
by about 40 churches, and by dona- two missiles, leaving it ablaze and
tions from churches, clubs, organi- sinking, the British reported.
The Tigris River bridges linking
zations and individuals.
Donations to Need Line may be the two halves of Baghdad have
taken to the Need Line office or also been primary targets. Assomailed to Need Line, Weaks Com- ciated Press correspondent Salah
munity Center, 7th and Poplar. Nasrawi reported from the Iraqi
capital that the Martyrs Bridge.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Need Line...
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frerns and Pnces On fh.- Page Ggiod Wed .
Feb. 13th Only. Noon Ttl Midnight

Hand Dippin' Kind Old Fashioned

Log —4 /

Cabin

ICE CREAM -ORFROZEN YOGURT
WHITE BREAD
20 oz. Loaf
All Meat Sliced (Limit 3 Pkgs., Please!)

KING COTTON
In The
BOLOGNA Meat
Dept.
12 oz. Package
Ruffles Brand

POTATO CHIPS
6 to 61
/
2 oz. Bag
All Meat (Limit 3 Pkgs., Please!)

BRYAN
In The
Meat
Dept.
HOT DOGS
12 oz. Package

-

19'
99'
68'
79'

We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95

Gallon Pail
Kroger Fresh

6 a m -10 p m
Daily
,12th & Sycamore

-B080 -

Pvt. Party Room Available

41
1t:

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

8

PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is

Assorted Formulas-Deodorant

M-F

DOUBLE DAY

MENNEN SPEED STICK $1:79

9-7

Second Set of Prints

2.5 oz. Stick

Sat.

FREE!

95:30

'IN THE PRODUCE DEPT.'

'IN THE DELI.

Michigan Crown

American or Mustard

IDA RED APPLES

POTATO SALAD

3

Lb.
Bag

78°

Lb.

69°

Eery Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

already partly damaged, was
destroyed in an air raid early Monday -- the third of six Baghdad
bridges to be brought down.
Iraqi radio announced that
I7-year-old male students are being
ordered to report to military conscription offices. In January, the
Baghdad government lowered the
age for mandatory military service
Iraq to 17 from 18 but exempted
17-year-olds still in school.
Iraq will not agree to a cease-fire
and will never surrender, the official radio said.

1

Murray man faces
several charges
after shooting
incident Sunday
A Murray man was arrested and
charged on several counts after he
allegedly fired shots into a trailer
near Crossland Sunday, according
to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department.
James Michael Outland, 36, of
RL 5, Murray, was arrested and
charged with two counts of first
degree wanton endangerment, first
degree criminal mischief and second degree criminal mischief after
he allegedly fired ten shots into his
sister's trailer, police said.
At least two of the shots passed
through the trailer and struck
another neighboring home owned
by Margaret Acree, of Rt. I. Hazel.
A truck parked at Acree's home
was also hit once, police said.
Outland reportedly used a .243
caliber ricle. police said.
Outland was lodged in the Calloway County Jail, police said.

Authorities seeking
man in connection
with bank robbery
Police are seeking a white man
in his 20s with shoulder-length
dark hair following the robbery of
a bank branch Monday morning,
according to a published report.
The suspect, described as a
heavy set man about 5-11, pulled a
handgun and robbed the Palmasville branch of the Weakley County
Bank about 9:45 a.m., Wcakley
Sheriff Mike Wilson said.
An undetermined amount of
money was taken, the sheriff said.
The suspect fled north in a 1980s
model Camaro or Trans Am, Wilson said. Palmersville is located on
Tenn. 89 about seven miles south
of the Kentucky-Tennessee state
He

(Cont'd from page 1)
make a small profit.
All that is needed to set up a
compost, Elias said, is about three
acres, of well-drained land and
machinery to periodically turn the
organic material which is placed in
rows several feet high. By turning
the material, it is exposed to air
and decomposes.
Composting is the natural process by which organic matter
decays into a dark, rich and crumbly substance call humus, which
makes an excellent soil
conditioner.
Another reason why the city
hopes to establish a compost soon
is to have a place other than the
city's landfill to dispose of yard
waste such as grass clippings.
Pat Clement, coordinator of the
Area Recyling Committee (ARC),
is discouraging area residents from
bagging their grass clippings this
spring. She pointed out that these
grass clippings provide necessary
nutrients to the lawn. And by not
bagging the clippings, landfill
space will be saved.
During the next several months.
ARC will be addressing particular
recycling needs, Clement said. This
month, ARC is focusing on the
need for oil recycling. Committee
members are contacting local service stations to see if they would
be willing to take oil.
Next month, ARC will stress the
importance of composting yard
waste. Educational packets will be
distributed to area schools. The
packets, which contain activities,
will educate children on the need
for recycling.
During Springtime in the Park in
April, ARC will set up an informational booth. People will be told
the advantages of not bagging yard
waste, and where they can take
materials to be recycled.
ARC is currently contacting
foundations in hopes of obtaining a
grant to purchase a shredder, which
costs about $40,000, Clement said.
The shredder would be an asset to
this area, she said, because there is
no market for newspapers at this
time, and shredded paper is cornpostable. Also, the shredded paper
can be used by chicken farmers for
animal bedding, she added.
ARC meets the first Monday of
every month at the Library Annex. The next meeting will be at 7 p.m.
on March 4.
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Fisher-Price representative Nancy Buchanan presents certificates to
students at Carter Elementary. Pictured front row, from left, are
John David Thieke, Ryan Seay, Beonca Fitzgerald, Juston Billington,
April Ford,(back row, from left) Whitney Ray, Markise Foster, Terry Billington, Megan Elwell, Phillip Hocking, Lauren Miller, Keisha
Darnell and Nancy Buchanan. April Ford represents Mrs. Pinkston's
class who is the grand prize winner of a Fisher-Price globe.

Students in Barbara Wildey's third grade reading group at Carter
Elementary observe sign language. Pictured in the group are Bryce
Miller, Lucas Miller, Elizabeth Balmer, Leah Hart, Fulton Hart and
Ashley Ellis.

East Calloway Elementary fifth grade students in Mrs. Dianna
Cothran's room (standing, from left) Tracy O'Conner, Tessa Cothran
and Crystal Kissack presented an art lesson in collage and cutting
techniques to Mrs. Marjorie (;rad's kindergarten students, (clockwise from left) Kara Kelson, 1ud rev Bucy, Bryan Bort-inter, Danna
Mulcahy, Christopher Cobh, hase Duman, Jeffery iliv,14ins, John
Wall and Katie Ross.
•
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After studying about pioneer • [ri
HJ1 studies. the second graders in
Becky Vance's and Karen (
send gr.ide classes ai North Calloway Elementary had ••pirineer d.i . ['he s:idents %ore cl,,t he, like
a pioneer. Other actiities t 11d readinv rum a McCull. Riader,
eating a pioneer lunch, an k
ri speihi bee and ysr!:;:i,.; lessons
on states. Pictured front roW troili left, are Fury Iy nes, 1)er().
Jason Lee, Leslie Los ins, 1:12t.i Henson, Wesley Coursey, \mit Marie
Lang, Brad Hendricks, kui 5ea1nian. back row, from left i Becky
Vance, Nleagan 0.erbey. 1- rnily 1.p.ton. Lora Sc stun. Michael %dhams, Jamie Childress. "IIs a "alit rs, Maggie Sasso. harry Stark, -1shley Hulse and Karen .Crick.
lis

Katie Story, right, designed a cake for a cake contest in Marilyn Dill's
kindergarten class at Robertson Elementary. Wilma Beatty cooked
the cake to match Katie's design.
Material for this page as submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway..County.
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio or students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools'
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2X93).

Fisher-Price representative Nancy Buchanan presents recognition certificates to the following students at Robertson Elementary: front
row, from left, Becky B;own, Laura Darnell, Aubri Stroud, Susan
hart, Melissa Starks,(middle row, from left) Brian Kurz, Paul Kurz,
Lacey, Latimer, Josh Dunn, Heidi Nan Ameringen, (back row, from
left) Nancy Buchanan, Rhea Ann Flannery, Sharon Payne, Ashley
Hood, Jessica Dowdy, Matt Kelleher, Richard Blalock. Aubri Stroud
in the grand prize winner.
MP
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Seventh and eighth grade students at Calloway County Middle School
jump rope for heart. Pictured in front is Jonathan Bennett. Pictured
second row, from left, are Brad Bucy, Billy Smith, (back row, from
left) Peter O'Rourke and Curt Dukes.

To conclude a unit on Indians, Dawn Stockwell and son, Benjamin,
showed several Indian items to the third graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary.
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First grade students in Maxine Burkeen's Southwest Calloway
Elementary read to the kindergarten class in the lihrar!. Pictured
front row, from left, are Brandon Smith, Patrick Day is. is be Key.
Nicole Coday, Sean lee, Matthew Goheen, Iback rrt, t7'om left)
Arthur Bowless, Autumn West, Ryan Worthman. lots '‘,.nner and
Jason Robbins.
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Calloway County Middle School eighth graders Catie Bates, left,
Susan Potts and Angela Peal, seated, study the Persian Gulf in Peter
O'Rourke's class.

Derek Keel (at right), fifth grader enrolled in Mrs. Marjorie Grady's
Gifted and Talented Classes, showed (clockwise, from left) Bin Binford, Seth Grogan, Angela Burket, Laura Jenkins, Jennifer Hughes
and Brandon Sharp the robot he designed from "construx blocks," a
motor from a broken remote car and rubber bands. The robot,
named "Rudy," could go forward, backward and rotate both arms.
Also shown on the left of the table is "Roble Jr." a purchase robot
used with kindergarten class.

Billy Brickey, left, and Mickey Hill, right, stand with MSU participant Janet Wiles as they play the Dating Game in Marlene Beach's
Marriage and Family class at Calloway County High School.

gm.
After studying about pionsers in social studies, Mirriam Ferguson's
and Debbie Pardue's second graders at North Calloway Elementary
had "pioneer day." The students wore clothes like pioneers. Other
activities included reading from a NIcGuffey Reader, eating a pioneer
type lunch and old fashion spelling bee and writing lessons on states.
Pictured front row, from left, are Jason Henderson, Josh Cleaver,
Angela Benthal, Matt Roberts, Brandie Burkeen, Adriane Southard,
Chris Felts, Stephanie Henderson, Shannon Young, Lisa Arnold,
Rebecca Suiter, (back row, from left) Mrs. Pardue, Angela Johnson,
Sabrina Johnson, Jason Haley, Justin Roberts, Chase Wallace, Tara
Royal, Robby Young, Allen Erwin, Dustin Dillon, Jay me Gordon,
Chelsea Stephenson and Mrs. Ferguson.

Saxophonists Brett Bazzell, left, and Amy Waldrop are preparing for
KMEA Solo and Emsemble Festival to be held March 9 at NISU. Calloway County High Band has entered over 50 separate events for this
year's festival. The annual event provides an excellent vehicle for
individualized achievement for instrumental music students in the
Calloway district.

Read the classifieds
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'Just Us Guys'a manly effort

S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
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It's one of those glorious February afternoons that contradicts the
groundhog's recent prediction of
six more weeks of winter. Outside
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
on the Murray State University
campus, three boys arc practicing
daring maneuvers on their skateboards. They wheel around corners
and sail into the air effortlessly,
sometimes landing with the grace
of Olympic skaters, and other times
crashing to the pavement like the
"agony of defeat" part of the
"A'ide World of Sports." No matter
how they land, they continue their
gravity -defying efforts.
"How long you been skateboarding." one asks the other, an obvious
note of respect for virtuousity in
his tone.
"Coupla years," is the reply.. and
the boy jams his hands into Ills
pockets, suddenly shy.
Inside the Fine Arts Building. a
different - but similar --- displa)
of prowess is getting ready to
begin. Twenty-eight boys, ranging
in age from elementary school
through college, are waiting to perform in a special piano recital.
"Just Us Guys." sponsored by the
Murray Music Teachers
Association.
Ellie Brown, one of the teachers,
explains that the idea for an allmale r'ecital comes from similar

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander

concerts in Louisiana, where she
used to teach. "It's a good way to
give boys incentive to stay with
their music," Mrs. Brown says. She
recalls that the male concert
became so popular in Louisiana
that eventually there was a waiting
list of boys who wanted to
participate.
Dorothy Mason, one of the other
teachers involved in the recital,
points out that future recitals will
not he "segregated," although the
all-male motif may become an
annual event, in addition to other
recitals that feature both boys and
girls.
Fifteen minutes before starting
time. the recital hall is filled with
males and females, though there
appear to he many more mothers
than fathers in the audience. The
room is stark, utilitarian, with
white cinderblock -walls and plain
folding chairs. The piano dominates the stage. It is huge in its
ebony sprendor. as-. sleek as an
8-ball. and potentially as treacher-
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A few lessons can be learned
from last week's General Assembly
VsISFORT Ky ;AP) -- If nothing else was accomplished in the
General Assent?) last week — and the subject is debatable -- there were
a few lessons to be divined about politics, legislative style.
The first concerned the bill that was supposed to add some real slam to
the stammer bill for drunken drivers. The lesson was. never discount the
,clout of trial attorneys.
The most controversial piece of the bill had to do with something called
-actnunistrative per se,- a procedure by which driving privileges are suspended merely for registering a certain level on a blood alcohol or breath
teSt.

There aie a number of arguments against the theory. real and imagined.
The fact is that most States have some variation of the procedure.
The debate was moving smoothly. though slowly thanks to an interminable recitation by Rep. Martin Sheehan, D-Covington. Supporters of the
'measure thought they had lined up enough v,ptes to keep the basic package together. Thus it came as a surprise when. on the first real test vote.
administrative yer se was deleted by a 48-45 Vote.
Trial attorney groups have become increasingly active in political circles beyond even the traditional activism of lawyers. Their support has
become instrumental in judicial elections, including to the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
A demonstration of the clout was the death of administrative per ,se
The secOnd lesson was not so easily interpreted, but new Education
Commissioner Thomas Boy sen was the clear recipient.
Boysen. late of laid-back southern California, found out not to stir state
employees from their lethargy and never to get in the way of a determined
House Speaker Don Blandford
Boy seri wanted to create a new merit systern.for Department of Education employees. The current system. he complained, did not allow enough
leeway to hire and pay truly outstanding candidates
He persuaded Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to go along, but Blandford worried that dozens of whining Education employees worrying about their job
security would delay the session And this session has already gone on
about four weeks longer than Biandford wanted
Boysen will have to wait res turn
The final lesson is also re:ate.d lo legislative economy, as praced
Sen. Benny' Ray Bailey, the cagy mountain lawmaker whose h.
style belies a formidable intel.e,t
From his perch atop the Senate fieditn. and Welfare Committee. Bailey
has arguably' done more to infli.erio. 7.7%7, Set\ iCe, in this state than any
singe individual in the last decaee
Bailey has a new plan to deliver tnose services by assessing money
from individuals and organizations viito get Medicaid payments. The
money from the assessments would be 'used to get more Medicaid money
from the federal government, pay more lei providers and serve more
people
The plan is beautifully crafted, which ma:, expoon why the federal government may change the rules to prevent :t
In the meantime, though, Bailey has to persuade the General Assembly
to enact It. To do that. Bailey has to extract support from the providers hospitals. doctors. nursing homes. deriiists and the like
Bailey routinely uses two approaches when confronted with such a situsweet reason and a strong arm. He used both this time and the
ation
result seems to be a bill that will sail through the session in the bare
minimum of time with virtually no changes.
of the lessons were from methods that work in t.hor own way
A

Ell

The Episcopal Church, it used to be
said. was the Republican party at
prayer Fortunately. the GOP is.not
quite that bad off.
At 2.4 million adherents and slipping. Episopallans in the United
States are now outnumbered by MuBy Patrick J.
slims more than 2-to-1, by Southern
Buchanan
Baptists to-i. As both metaphor for.
and explanation of, the decline and
On;:e again. the long pilgrimage o
of the mighty fortress, Right
a
ma:nstrcam Christian cleric, t(
Reverend John S. Spong, bishop of
New Jersey. will do rather nicely': make his falth "relevant" to a secular
age, has ended in total irrelevance and
In a new book, Bishop Spong
reaches the theologically novel, but, secular ridicule. The title of the
commercially useful insight that St. bishop's book is 'Recapturing the
Bible from Fundamentalism." But to
Paul, the Great Evangelist. was a
call
the Apostle to the Gentiles a
"self-:oath:mg and repressed gay
closet homosexual is to insure that the
male."
-Nothing else.' writes the bishop, Episcopalian young will take another
could count for St. Paul's self-judg- look at fundamentalism. Bishop Spong's Catholic countering rhetone. his negative feeling
toward his own body and his sense of part, Archbishop Theodore E. McCarmeing eon:rolled by something he had rick of Newark, saw his opening and
landed a haymaker on his separated
no power to change." Bishop Spong
brother: "This is not only shocking.
picked ep.the idea in a 1937 work by
It's one of the craziest things I've
Harvard professor of classics Arthur
heard so far."
D. Nock. a professed athiest.
From all quarters, the bishop is
Bishop Soong had it coming. Earcateting it "Many are saying." writes
lier
in the week, a draft report for the
the New York Times An Goldman:
'Episcopal
convention over which
that is maverick voice of mainstream
Spong
presides.
declared:"One has to
Christianity is fast losing credibility
say that the Roman Catholic position
dr,d may soon be regarded as little
with regard to women is so insulting,
more than a street corner prophet
so retrograde. that we can only re'•.norn everyone secs but no one
spond to it by saying that women
hears."
'I think Spong is self-destructing," should, for the sake of their own
humanity, leave that communion."
said Res Todd Wetzel. the executive
"(D)emeaning and insulting," Ardirector of Episcopalians United, a
chbishop McCarrick retorted, "As a
conservative group based in Cleveland. -Much of his thinking will soon
be dismissed'

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT

GRAFFITI

Catholic man and servant of the
ChUrch of Newark, I wanted to say,
'You don't talk about our women that
The Episcopal Church, he went on,
-has apparently decided that ecumenism is a dead issue and interreligious
relations should now be charactenzed
by open hostility and a call for
Catholics to defect and leave the
church.' Archbishop McCarrick has
the look of a contender.
This time, poor Spong went too far,
no one is coming to his defense. Like
the revered old professor who fell
head OV9i heels for the actress-tart in
'Blue-Arigel" ending up as a clown
act in her road show, there is something terribly pathetic about the
bishop.
His career has been one long
crusade for fashionable causes. In the
60s. he marched for civil rights. in the
'70s, he came out -for ordination of
woman. in the ?80s, he called on
priests to "bless" homosexual marriages. Determined to have "Trendier
Than Thou!" as epitaph, the bishop
says: "If Paul is the Apostle to the
Gentiles, then I am the apostle to the
Church Alumni Association." Actually, the bishop has joined the alumni
association, and just doesn't know it
I am trying, he says, to make
homosexuals more comfortable in the
church. But active homosexuals, like
active adulterers, are, in Christian
doctrine, leading a life of sin. And it is
not an expression of Christian love to
make a sinner feel more comfortable
about a life that can lead directly to the
loss of his immortal soul.
The alternative Bishop Spong's
Episcopal Church is offering, Ar-

In addition to the performers
already named, other boys participating in "Just Us Guys" include:
Cody Campbell, Adam Yezerski,
Glenn Timmons, John Wall, Matthew Roberts, Matthew Yezerski,
Tyler Williams, LaQuincy Ballard,
Matthew Brown, Mitch Ryan, Ben
Binford, John Eric Yczerski, Sam
Green, J.T. Harrington, Jayson
Brittain, Adam Meloan, James
Simmons, Drew Thompson, Dusty
Wilson, Nathan Hughes and David
Harp.
Teachers with students performing in the recital are: Ellie Brown,
Janet Finch. Karen Greer, Joyce
Herndon, Dorothy Mason and Margaret Wilkins. Dr. Stephen Brown,
MSU faculty, was guest teacher.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery' Pick 3: K-8-0.
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chbishop McCarrick says, "would be
a church without morals...a church
without teaching, since each person
could be his own pope, bishop, priest
and deacon and someone could believe everything or nothing and still
be a member in good standing.'
Bishop Spong's embrace of abortion on demand and his trashy heresy
about St. Paul raise other questions for
Catholics. Of what value is ecumegical dialogue with an Episcopal bishop
who is promoting such falsehoods','
Ought we not be persuading some of
Spong's remaining faithful to "defect
and leave (their) church."
Four hundred years ago, men and
women went to their deaths over
differences between the Church Ii1
England and the Church of Rome that
are not so wide as those between
Archbishop McCarrick and Bishop
Spong. Looking back, the benefits for
the faith of pre-Vatican II evangelism
seem somewhat more impressive than
those of post-Vatican II ecumenism.
Do they not?
There is sound counsel in the stilled
voice of a dead poet.
-In God Without Thunder,' his
book on the spiritual flaccidity of
modern religion, John Crowe Ransom
offers these maxims:
-With whatever religious institution a modern man may be connected.
let him try to turn it back toward
orthodoxy.
"Let him insist on a virile and concrete
God, and accord no Principle as a
substitution.So writes Henry Russel, in the new
magazine. The Formalist; and,
therein, lies the road back to religious
relevance.

LOOKING BACK

wiggly
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Feb. 12, the 43rd day of 1991 There are -322 days
year
re
lfghlight in History:
(r 1;o 1 1. 109, Abraham Lincoln. the 16th president of the United
'Aas horn in a log cabin in what is now Laruc County, Ky.
V 554 Lady lane Grey. who had been queen of England for nine
beheaded after being charged with treason.
agri In a nationally broadcast news conference, President
e.ee.:ed Soviet Pre)ident Mikhail S. Gorbachev's new initiative for
Europe. but predicted a "major success'. on arms conWe, superpower summit in June.
.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Franco 7.efferelli is 68 Sportscaster
Joe Garagiola is 65. Sen. Arlen Specter. R-Pa., is 61 Basketball Hall-ofEarner Bill Russell is 57. Actor Joe Don Baker is 55. Author Judy Blume
is 53. Actress Maud Adams is 46.
Thought for Today: "No man is good enough to govern another man
ithout that other's consent.- -- President Abraham Lincoln
109-1k65).

Each performance is impressive,
a showstopper. It isn't that every
note is perfect. It's that every note
is the result of hours of concentration and discipline. In spite of the
occasional wrong note or memory
lapse, each boy rises to the occasion with the special and poignant
dignity 'that is only the province of
children. Sometimes they get lost

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Today In History
T.,c,Cle:.

Before each boy takes his place
at the piano, he bows to the enthusiastic applause of the adoring
audience. One of the teachers is on
hand to adjust the bench and to put
the block beneath the feet of those
who need it. Some of the performers take a deeplawath, perhaps
uttering a prayee,-•before they
launch into their pieces. Others
peer into the audience, maybe
seeking a go-ahead nod from a
parent or teacher.

in the music, but they recover and
go on. This is one of the reasons
for rituals like piano recitals — to
learn how to make up for what is
lost with grace and style — a lesson that could be learned by many
adults.
The final performance of the
Sunday concert is an MSU student.
Scott Ferguson, who plays Prokofieff's "Visions Fugitives." Teacher
Ellie Brown explains that there is a
specific reason for including an
older student in this recital. "We
want to give the boys the message
that it's okay to continue studying
music," she ellains.

The pathetic heresies ofBishop Spong

I, OUT
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Otis for the boys who are waiting to
play.
Trey Green, handsome in his
navy jacket and grey trousers,
kicks off the program with a snappy rendition of "Chasin' the
Blues." David Timmons, a redhead who is cute enough to be in a
cereal commercial, performs pianist's staple. "Lightly Row," without
a hitch. Ryan Geib rollicks through
a boogie woogie tune after that,
followed by Justin Holland, Shane
Smith and Jonathan Duncan.

By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Sharlisa (Shorty) Ford, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ford, was
crowned as Murray High School
Basketball Queen. Her attendants
were Starr Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry M. Jones, and Dinah
Hook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
B.B. Hook.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eugene Davis
Jr., Feb. 2.
Dr. Moses (Mel) Koch was
named dean of College of Human
Development and Learning as professor of educational administration
of Murray State College, effective
March 1, by MSC Board of
Regents. (This was run under 40
years ago on Monday).
Twenty years ago
William S. Hornbuckle and John
R. Adams were inducted into the
U.S. Army in the February draft
call for Calloway County, according to Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of Selective Service.
Amy Wilson of Murray High
School and Barbara Brittain of Calloway County High School have
been selected for the Good Citizenship Awards to a senior from each
local high school by Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution.

a

Thirty years ago
Murray State College will honor
its first basketball team at ceremonies before Murray-Western game
on Feb. 18. Seven of the 10 players
planning to attend are Ty Holland,
Vernon James, Auburn Wells, Warden Gilbert, Fount Russell, Gaylon
Lamb and James Brookshire.
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Roach will be
married for 60 years on Feb. 19.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James J. Oakley, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Thomas Jeffrey.
Forty years ago
Zetta Yates, Betty Hutson, William Thomas Parker, Gene Cohoon,
Kay Ray, Lochie Fay Hart, Jimmy
Jones, Ann Perry and Gene Hendon
were named as superlatives of
Senior Class of Murray High
School. (The name of the school
was listed incorrectly Monday).
Billy Denham, son of Mrs. 011ie
Denham of Hazel, received a $25
defense bond for his entry in an
essay contest by Kentucky Soil
Conservation Service,
Murray Slate College Thoroughbreds beat Western Hilltoppers 77
to 70 in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Garrett &shear
for Murray and Rip Gish for
Western.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Women: growing success in furnishing industry
F
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A new breed of women are entering the home furnishings market not as buyers but as manufacturers.
In some ways, they have an edge. First, they stand out in an industry
still dominated by men. Second, they have the built-in advantage of
understanding how their primary customers • - other women - -- think,
wo companies owned by women are Lumen-Essence of Troy, Mich..
and the Packet Boat, Ltd. of Rochester, N.Y. Both bought space for the
I ehriars• (lift Show in New York and the North Carolina Furniture Market !ri High Point last October.
Ea.•n started with an unusual product, followed instincts in marketing
and used national trade shows to grow.
Susan (iossman, 42, and Laurel Clark, 35, have owned Lumen -Essence,
gitn,s company in Troy. Mich„ for 12 years. Gossman was a medical
a Iministrator looking for a career change and Clark was fresh from classes ',tinned glass when they pooled their resources to buy the company
that rnakes car windows.
G I,\ for the Batmobile in the TV series and similar projects for protoi
irs provided the money that allowed them to grow as a home
4, company when Clark started making free-form tables and
from heated glass sheets. Home furnishings now account for
•1 the business.
I s,'nce employs about 20 people and makes tables and accesas howls, candlesticks, bookends and trays which are sold
'are stores and designer showrooms. Retail prices range from
Sh00 for accessories and WO to S6.000 for tables.
• Gissrnan expectis the company to double its 1990 gross of
.1 war, a major recession and we're expanding!' she says. "1
or Se. hat'? Still, we can't wait for a better time. We hapnow and have to take advantage of that...
• naqbers grew bored with volunteer work at their kids'
.cr. N.Y., 10 years ago, they formed a partnership called
1.td. It is now' a thriving business which turns out metal
turi)iture and accessories.
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Painting is best alternative
to improve interior of homes
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
When it's time for some interior
decorating in your period home,
think paint.
Not only is interior painting an
easy way to make a room look
clean and fresh, it's relatively inexpensive, too. Thanks to the many
companies that offer historical
paint lines, old-house owners won't
sacrifice authenticity when making
this choice.
Of course, like everything else,
paint and the way it's made has
changed over the years and for the
better. Some paint companies base'
their historical paint lines on
documentary research. Usually this
includes old color cards, product
information and books. Some go a
step further and actually base a historical paint color on physical
research conducted on existing period buildings.
Layer after layer of old paint is
carefully removed until the original
coating is found. Samples are taken
of this original coating and through
laboratory analySis a reproduction
color, based on its pigmcnt, is
duplicated in a modern paint.
You must remember, though,
that our tastes today aren't necessarily the same as those of our
ancestors. With this in mind, some
companies have modified period
colors to appeal to the modern eye.
Unfortunately, many suppliers
don't tell you when they've done
this. So if you're striving for a
museum-like reproduction in your
home, you'll have to study the color cards carefully. If not, these
slight adaptations shouldn't matter.
'One way paint has changed
through the ages, prior to 1700, is
in the use of whitewash, a popular
interior paint in the colonies. An
inexpensive and easily available
mixture of slaked lime and water, it
resembled liquid plaster. (You can
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still find w:..,,:o.ash patinhistoric lines.) Easy
whi,tcwash was a way to
things look clean and neat.
problem with whitewash, thoH.
Was its impermanence. It didn't
long and washed off easily w•th
water.
Another early paint that guk..
back to the founding of this coun
try is milk paint. Often preferred
for interior work because it didn :
like tt:e
have an unpleasant odor
also available oil-based paints
milk, as its name implies, was usi:si
as the water and binder.
No matter what type of paint
you're talking about, if it was made
before the onset of the commercial
paint industry (around 186)-1870).
it was hand mixed. So you didn't
see the uniform consistency we
it had a
take for granted today
different texture and was a hit
streaky.

seani, Apply tha cement using
small mason's trowel and smooth
prevent mois- the contours of the cement so that
it does not form hollows and ridges
,i.here water may collect and even •
•
•.ally lead to leaks and damage.
k)r wheresic•
Where yam find holes of 1 square
: or more in the flashing, cut a
A indows or door- patch from the same material as the
oisture away from hashing, 1 inch larger all around
:.or and structural than the hole. Apply cement to the
ling material is damaged flashing, press the patch
ishing, partiCu- 1:1 place, then cover the entire area
iti. cement and smooth the
and hips. and a:
url ace.
inc most durable
are sheet alum:Where flashing meets brickwork
lv anited steel.
is usually embedded in mortar.
it
especii,11)for
Separations here require immediate
repair Since the loose flashing actuit
step) flash - ally collccas water and funnels
down beneath the roof where it
chimney and may spread and do considerable
damage. To repair. provided the
lies under the
flashing itself is sound, rake out
(or
arid the cap
seam to a'
.. ftich covers the the old mortar from the
Press the
inch.
3/4
about
of
depth
.ne base flashing.
wedging Et
flashing
place,
into
hack
tell
up
extends
ng
then
.thinney, taking the if necessary with small stones,
mortar.
fresh
with
seam
the
fill
.na,e flashing.
he inspected' at using a trowel. Smooth the seam
rn as it is a prime carefully. Seal the flashing with
7 i leaks. Look for asphalt roofing cement after the
::..artitions where the mortar has fully cured. If the flash
the chimney, vent ing is corroded or damaged.
and abutment walls, will have to replace it.
CIATED PRESS

planes meet at valdamaged flashing
Very old flashing
ups pinholes which
sc.c. So, if possible,
root from below for
;Ties

71 and repair flashing,
.,; mg seams periodically
it roofing cement, espe,:itncy and vent stack

Metals touching each other reac.
when wet. As a result, metal flashing must be fastened with
made of the same metal as
flashing. Otherwise one or the
other will corrode, often quickly:. If
it is impossible to match flashing
and fasteners. use neoprene or
asphalt washers with the fasteners
to prevent direct contact between
the two different metals.
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Harrison, 62, is a former fabric retailer. Lat. ti
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Henshaw says.
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Questions & Answers
How to deter subsurface water leakage
\
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Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

BASKIN

110131:In

Let Us Do Your
Sweet Talking

Murray State Unit•er$ity is an
equal education and employment institution.

Community Education Courses/Spring 1991
Sampler
Decorative Clothing for the 90s--Feb. 12, 19, 26,and
March 5, 41:n
Coaching Your Way to More Positive Self-esteem--Feb.
13, 20 and 27
Introduction to Aviation and Flight Training--(lst of
three sessions)--Feb. 19,-21, 26 and 28
Personal Computer Orientation—Feb. 18, 25, and
March 4
For information on these and other upcoming spring non-credit courses
call Karen Guthrie at (502)762-2187.

$2.00cakeOFF
($10

Any Valentine

Min.)

Offer good with coupon at location listed One coupon per visit Void
where prohibited or restricted by law Valid through 2-28-91

Murray
Olympic Plaza
L753-3111

BASKIN

110BI3INS

Paducah I
Kentucky Oaks Mall'
444-0031,
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Cul, Scouts take field trip

Non-smoking workshops planned

Veterans officers here Wednesday

The first of two "Non-Smoking Workshops" will be Thursday. Feb. 21,
at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The workshop uses a non-threatened approach that provides the participant with
essential information and group support to "kick" the habit The workshop
materials were developed by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Earl Hunsakcr, president of Murray Branch of the church, will
conduct the workshop. A follow-up workshop is scheduled for Friday,
March 1, at the same time and location. All interested individuals arc
invited. There is no charge for either workshop.

Ray Pawlowski and Roy Wood, county veterans assistance officers for
the Kentucky Division of Veterans Affairs, will be at Murray National
Guard Armory on Wednesday, Feb, 13, from 9 to 11 a.m. They will be
there again on Wednesday, Feb. 27. Veterans and their families will be
provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal
benefits. This is a service provided by the state of Kentucky. There is no
charge or fee of any kind.

Laker Band plans spaghetti event
The Laker Band Spaghetti Supper will be Friday. Feb. 15, from 4:30 to
6 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. This will be
sponsored by Calloway Band Boosters. The cost will be $3 for adults and.
$2 for children under 12. This will be prior to the Calloway-Graves County basketball game and also homecoming activities at the school. The
class of 1987 will be honored during the games. The homecoming activities will be featured during the junior varsity and varsity boys' basketball
games.

SCV Camp will meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp. Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet
Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Commander Cletus Murphy Jr., located on Highway 994, across from Jackson Chapel Church. For
more information call Commander Murphy, 1-653-5951, or Adjutant
Chuck Pollard, 1-355-2278.

Ash Wednesday services planned

Sesen members of Den 3 of Cub Scout Pack 37 from East Callowas
Elementary School took a field trip to Mr. Tuxedo to model formal
wear. Each Cub Scoot chose his own tuxedo. Assisting the boys was
Tina Hoskie, assistant manager. who prosided the tuxedoes for one of
the Den's projects. Indisidual pictures were made of each of the boys
and a group picture was made. The indisidual pictures were made
into ‘alentine'cards for their parents. Pictured in their tuxedoes are,
from left, back row, Joshua Pearson. Scott Lose, Robert Crass, Jeff
Kirks, front row, Allen Moore, Jerry Hamblin and "Tons Hoskie.

Group IV of CWF plans-froicheori

The Liturgy for Ash Wednesday will be at 12:30 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. on
Wednesday. Feb. 13, at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main Si,
Murray. This observance takes its name from the tradition of marking the
foreheads of the faithful with ashes as a reminder of mortality and a call
to penitence and self-denial during the 40 days of Lent All are welcome
to attend. according to Fr. Andre Trcvathan, vicar of St. John's.

Group IV of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will have a Valentine's Day meeting on Thursday, Feb. 14, at 12 noon in
the Fellowship Hall. Corinne McNutt will be in charge of the program.
Each one should bring a sack lunch, but drinks and dessert will be
provided.

Murray Alliance to meet Thursday

Patients are dismissed

Murray Alliance for the Mentally Ill will meet Thursday. Feb. 14, from
6 to 8 p.m. in the pnvate dining room of Marray-Calloway County Hospital. "Schisophrenia" will be discussed by Derrell Smothers, licensed psychologist, West Kentucky Regional Mental Health Center. For more information call Melody My-rand, 436-2518.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Billie Parker and Milton Routh of Murray from Lourdes; Alexander Paluch, Eva Alexander, and George T. Moody, all of Murray, and
Martha Thorn of Hazel, from Western Baptist.

Community events listed
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Events at First United Methodist
Cnu%h will include Mothers
Morning at 9 el.m. and Worship
Work Area at 7 p m.
Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools are scheduled to have a
skating party at 6 p.m it Cir,us
Skating of Murray

Tuesday. Feb. 12
BYW of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Cindy Vance. 1001 Johnny
Robertson Rd
The Singles Organizational Society will meet for a Valentine's party at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638. or Jeanne,
753-0224.
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will meet at 6 p.m. at Sirloin
Stocakadc.

Great Valentine's Day Gift
And Decorating Accessories Now
At Murray's Pier 1 Imports.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Heart S haped Baskets, I rames
Placemats, Coasters, Candles,
Bath Beads & Terracotta Boxes.
Gift Bags & Tissue
Potpourri
And Lots More
Including New
Spring
416 Arrivals
4ffir

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7.10 p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

PierI Imports
A Placelb Discover.
University Plaza...On Chestnut Street

NOW OPEN

Come In For A "Peek" At
Our Newly Renovated Facility

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Pancake Supper will be served
from 5 to 7 p.m. in obsernance of
Shrove Tuesday at Sc John s Episcopal Church.
Groups of CWF of First Christian Church will meet as follows: 1
with Libby Hart at 10 a.m. and 111
with June Vander Molen at 7:30
p.m.
Noted educator and principal Joe
Clark will lecture on education
reform at 7 p.m. in Curris Center

!THEATRES

Steven King, vocalist, will perform at 8 p.m. in Farrell Retical
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
A computer workshop will be
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Faculty Hall,
Murray State University. Fee is
$75. For information call
762-4159.
"Decorative Clothing for the
90s" will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on
Murray State University campus.
For information call 762-4159.
Wednesday, Feb. 13
Murray Overeaters Aribnymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 9 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For
information call Nancy Rose.
director.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at Weaks Center from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and at Hazel Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Harris Grove at 10 a.m. at
Ellis Center; South Pleasant Grove
at 1:30 p.m. at home of Sherrie
Paschall; Pottenown at 10 a.m. at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Ash Wednesday Masses at lrnoon and 7 p.m.:
Murray Food Coop Delivery from
8 a.m. to 12 noon, CREED series
at 10 a.m.; RC1A at 7:30 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

16th at hestnut (5 Points)
759-1529
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ

Oil and Filter Special

Ash Wednesday services will be
at 12:30 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. at St.

•Change Oil Fitter
•Change Oil With Up To
5 OtS of Motor Oil
-Check All Fluid Levels
-Check Battery Cables
and Terminals
-Complete Undercarriage
Inspection

-Good Thru February 28-

-

Tuesday, Feb. 12
ballroom. Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Wednesday, Feb. 13

John's Episcopal Churk.h

Wednesday, Feb. 13
mata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary.. Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Children's Choir at
5:30 p.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays at 6 p.m.: Chancel Choir at
7:15 p.m.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m.; Youth Bible Study at 7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.

Wesleyan Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. with Alice
Koenecke.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Supper at 6
p.m.: Prayer Service at 7 p.m..
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m., Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir and
Ash Wednesday service at 730
p.m.

Study Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at Kirkscy United Methodist
Church.
Ash Wednesday service will be
at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Chiirch.

Events at Elm Grove 'Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study at 7 p.m.

Health Express of Murray Calloway' County Hospital will . be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 an
and from 12:10 to 2:30 p.m.

Events ,at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Children•s
Choirs, Prayer Meeting and Klay-

"Coaching Your Way to More
Positive Self-Esteem." a community education course, will be from 6
to 8 p.m. on Murray State University campus. For more information
call 762-4159.

Babies, dismissals and
deaths listed by hospital
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday. Feb. 8, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hicks baby girl, parents, Cynthia
and Patrick, Rt. 4, Box 170,
Murray..
Dismissals
Lloyd Conner, Rt. 4, Box 655,
Murray; Mrs. Kimberly' S. Milan
and Wood baby boy. Rt. 9, Box 28,
Benton; Mrs. Evelyn Wyrick. Rt. 1,
Box 200, Dexter,
Mrs. Crystal J. Fuller and baby
girl, 450 Tanyard Rd., Cadiz; Mrs.
Tina R. Swift, Rt. 7, Crestwood
Lane, Mayfield; Miss Kanna A.
Holden, 1532 Beckett, Murray;
Mrs. Evelyn Collins and baby.
girl and boy, P.O. Box 725, Calvert
City; Mrs. Belinda Anderson, Rt. 7,
Box 488, Murray; Charles M. Piercy, Rt. 1, Box 118, Gilbertsville;
Miss Tina Massengill and Wyatt
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 375, Benton;
Mrs. Melva Loveridgc, 909 Olive
Si., Murray; Mrs. Annie Laura
Fitzgerald, 304 Smith, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Rubye Mac Greer, 715

FOR A SPECIAL

Riley Cts., Murray; Bobby Rodgers, 510 South Eighth Si, Murray;
Miss Amy L. Mahan, 1407 North
Fourth Si, Murray;
Dustin York, Rt. 1, Box 388B,
Benton; Damon Wesley Duke, E 32
Mur Cal Apts., Murray; Mrs. Mayme Nell Staudachcr, 1301 Oakhill
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Sarah Nell Housden, F 4
Coach Estates, Murray; Mrs. Wanda Willoughby, 1600 Ryan Ave.,
Murray; Mrs. Meledia E. Jones.
P.O. Box 162, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Elizabeth Holcomb, 1717
Wells Ext., Murray; Mrs. Margaret
S. Fuqua, 1619 Loch Lomond,
Murray; Charles E. Miller, Rt. 3,
Box 1110, Murray.
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Saturday, Feb. 9. have been
refeased as follows:
Newborn Omissions
Carpenter baby girl, mother,
Kimberly, Rt. 6, Box 169, Paris,
Tcnn.;
Tate baby boy, parents, Donna
and James, 1109 Main St, Murray.
Dismissals
Martin Boyd, Box 5030, Clark
Hall, Murray; Ms. Nedra L. Clark,
907 Vine St., Murray; Mrs. Nancy

VALENTINE
Freeze- Dried $900
Rose Bouquets

Kifrunao,

Hours:
Monday-Saturday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Home Alone

For Your Convenience...
•Quaiity Service •Protessionai Technicians

(PG) 7,3
• ,x

Sterling Silver
Lockets & Bracelets

'1 2-26

•10 Major Oil Brands In Stock
•Immediate Service •Personalized Care
-Other Services Available

Kent )stur
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Open Ii Am In $4,Imo

Gourmet Cookies

HappinesTlace
305 S 12th St.

•-

"COUPON

•=1111

Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

Murray

'Mon•-Wed.Specials
1Whitefish Fillet $3.79 i

Bargain Matinees
Saturday & Sunday ONLY

(Cont'd on page 12)

753-4567

'Chopped Steak $3.79'
'Grilled Chicken $3.79 I
With slaw rolls a hushpuppies
1
choice of potato
.1.1116MIJILMINIA
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Rickman selected
for All-State Band
Lisa Rickman, Calloway County
High School senior, was selected to
the prestigious Kentucky Music
Educators Association All-State
Concert Band by audition earlier
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Pictured above are John Whitwell, Kentucky All State Band
Conductor and Lisa Rickman,
senior brass clarinetist at Calloway County High School.

'training. programs to assist
industry in meeting growing regulatory needs are being made -available through the Occupational
Safety and Health Training Center
at Murray State University..
Two courses " this month are
among 11 being offered through
OSHIC, housed in the Department
of Occupational Safety and Health
in the College of Industry and
Technology.
Sara Fineman, interim coordinator of the OSIITC, said the center
in Room 205 of Roy Stewart Stadium provide on-site consultation,
customized training the general
safety and health seminars.
Courses scheduled later this
month are:
• Hazardous Material Technician
Emergency Response, Feb. 20-22.
• Hazard Communication Training, Feb. 26.

Fineman said the three-day
course provides emergency
response procedures to help workers mitigate and clean up hazardous
materials spills. It emphasizes incident command, chemical safety,
eniergency response team responsibilities, decontamination and cleanup procedures.
The one-day, four-hour seminar
is designed to prepare personnel to
develop a hazard communication
program to meet their company's
needs and emphasizes material
safety data sheets, labels, training
guidelines and OSHA compliance
audits.
Fineman said anyone who would
like to obtain more information
should phone 502-762-33g5 or
write: Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center, Room 205.
Roy Stewart Stadium. Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.. 42071.
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FBLA Week

International education to attain
immediate attention in MSU plan

this school year.
The selection of student musi
clans is based on a series of auditions held at the regional and state
level. An estimated 1400 students
auditioned for All State in Kentucky this year.
The All State Concert Band
rehearsed four days and then presented a concert this past Saturd•
under the baton of John I,. Wh •
well, director at Stephen F. Austi .
University Bands, Texas. The concert performed at the Kentucky
Center for the Arts, featured "His
Honor March," "Who Puts His
Trust in God Most Just," "Scenes
From the Louvre" and "Folk
Dances."
CCHS Band Directors, Fred
Ashby and Gary Mullins congratulated Rickman upon adding this
honor to her list ,of musical
achievements which includes selection to All District Band (1988, 89,
90 and 91), Quad State Band
(19g9, 90 and 91) and All State
Band (1990 and 91).
•
In addition to her brass clarinet
studies at CCHS, Rickman also studies piano privately and plans to
pursue a degree in music education
upon graduation this spring.

Programs offered to educate
on new industry regulations

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1991

Interhaboi.a, ecli-cation is one of
the areas in the recently adopted
strategic plan at Murray State University which ;\ getting immediate attention.
An eight member Task Force on
Internalior.a! Eit4ation has begun its
work f,i) accorriplish initiatives outlined
Ific plan to -strengthen and
foc u, Joiernational programs" on the
DrJame'. 1. Booth, provost and
vice prcs,deni i(Jr academic and student art an, named the task force and
to work toward achieving
A:rig aLtion steps" in the
;•.a:;
a coordinated plan for
i•-iterriational perspecwe learning experience_
,urc: ut CurriCUiu[11 review
..• i;afi,.shed under this piar
;.riiper attr.i:ntion to the value of

Murray High School students representing the I. uture Business Leaders of America witness as Mayor Bill Cherry signs a proclamation.
declaring Feb. 10 to 16, FBI.A Week, to recognize the efforts the
organization puts forth to prepare students for a future in business.
Students pictured from left are: Pat Tefft, Tina Johnson and heather
Boyd.
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International students are
preparing for annual buffet

.

"

('enter
ii.ternational Programs;
Dr. Coy Harmon, dean of libraries:
Dr. Fred Mi der, associate professor of
management and marketing: Dr. Paul
McNeary, chairman of the Department of Industrial Education and
Technology Dr Luis Bartolucci. associate professor of geosciences, Dr.
Marilyn Condom professor of special
education, and Kate Stephens of Marion, Ill., student representative.
Bootn directed Inc: task force to
stibmit its rat report to him by the
end of the spring semester_ Grimes
said the group is meet:rig weekly and
has already presented a recommendation for consideration
In Ills rnernorand,rn appointing
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Scholarship applications available
to MSU students through March I
-

'tilling the grocery order •
upcoming buffet at Ivru-rray S.
University is proving difficult. A:
times. creativity is needed to come up
substitutions for ingredients not
\railahle in West Kentucky.
• International student.% • attending
Murray State are combing grocery
stores searching for items needed to
prepare dishes native to their hoir
lands for the 1991 International B...
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Military Wife Asks Friends
To Lend an Ear and a Hand
DE:0( ARM.
following 1,,111•,111‘trilf (011111111,0011
Nly husband. a plo.sittian. s II be
ditploxed tothe
as a part of a IL et /lir-1111.11 111111 I0f
tile t • S Na‘.,. It I- .1 \ en. -tres.-1111
time for tis Iii(l'
I Iore
hut his some .it the rolii.o.k- w 11,•;er
from friend- and at (pia intanceAbhv
those %%410;u...headed tot tilt' Per,I;111
GUlt li.hlailer tile.% think )1.41 should
be there Nlv hushand ott reser‘ ist
imd he must follow order- ‘Vit have
to believe that our expert- in Washini,rton
ding
and their dei isionifil -.1'41 4 011
111i11 1114

:.!4',119'Il 1 1.111)1(4'

tor se, tirit rea-ertSittond. it
all re,21it tu, isk. iii
how- I plan In man.ice +A0114+111 Ills
hUtiband inane
been
apart for more than twtoweeke
we were married :12 years ago. and it
will not bp easy lir either one of us.
but with Gorfs help. kV(' 15111 both
survive. So. ask Inf. nel'aUSe I need
to verbalize my feelings. fi-ars and
plans. Then be prepared to listen to
what I have to say
()ffer to help me sho‘el my driveway. do some home repairs. or fill a
lonely afternoon or eveni rug Also ask
me for his address soyou can write to
him. ()ur Men and women in the
service love to get mail front home.
Abby, please pass this along to
your readers. Ntilitary families need
all the help they can get
MILITARY WIFE IN 1.1.1313()Ck
11401 pruss 1 4 1

ions, disration at
r Hospital
have been

ions
, mother,
69, Paris,

Its, Donna
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DEAR MILITARY WIFE:
Thank you for an--important letter. I hope it wiH be heeded —
particularly your suggestion to
ask for the addresses of friends
and neighbors in the military.
Mail from home is a tremendous
minrale booster for service
members who are far from home.
* * *

DEAR ABBY:In a recent column,
you said that the U.S. Constitution
specifies that no person born on for-

I,1•
le, lp,111 Ife,
(dike III the presidency That is in
correct
The Constitution states that a
andiaie fin the office of president
11111,1 he a natural-born citi/en of Ow
1 'lilted States. ‘vhich could Iii interpreted to Mean that an individual
born of t S citizens In a fOren411
COuntr), es eligible to run
This question was raised in t hit
early 19fills when Ntichigan's governor. Cworge Romney.. was a candidate for the presidency. Cniv Romney ‘s, as horn in Mexico Id missionarl, parents V) ho %yen. both citizens
of the ("lute(' States
RI( HA1{1) C7.(11A.J.

Rociip:sTER IIIIJ,S. micii
DEAR MR. CZUBAJ: You are
indeed correct. An alert editor
caught my error and I sent out a
correction, hut alas, my goof had
already gone to press in some
areas. Mea culpa Numero ['no
for 1991.

DEAR ABBY: This morning my
daughter woke nit' at Ii a.m.. saying
she wanted to write a letter to Dear
Abby. I thought. "What could a 5year-old want to write tfi- Abby
aboutr
Well. enclosed is her question
-Why isn't there a Truth Day'
Signed,"Nicole.J.NI IN IP )N(11,E'Ll
DEAR J.M.: Your daughter is
adorable. Please tell her that
Abby said,"Erei-y day should be
a 'Truth Day'! That's why."
* * *

What tern•ager need to know about
%ex, drug*. AIDS, and getting along v. it h
their peers and parentit ba now in Abby'v
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."To order.send a long.
business-size, .4•11%addremied envelope,
plua check or monev order for S3.9544.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Hoz 447, Mount Morrin, ill. 61054.
Ill'omtnige it. included.
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Lions Club donates 8150 to
MCCH for diabetic education

The Murray Lions Club has
recently made a donation of S150
to the Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. The money will be used
for diabetic education.
The donation was used to purchase supplies to provide diabetic
screenings on the Health Express in
January. The remainder will be
used to help fund the annual fall
Bike-A-Thon sponsored by the
Diabetics Taking Control support
group to benefit diabetics and their
families.
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Have we got a
deal for you...

Slim Sic( anon & MarNann tathe%

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services
Ycu & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

FREE SLICEbF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER
OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

.4. , •.
:

•

• .•
,
.0"

BRIDAL REGISTRY

Paint & Decorating Center
stir,
i•

FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

6 am -10 p.m.
Daily
12th & Sycamore

The Lions Club has also slarl,•d
a new project to help diabefics
Murray and Calloway County. The
club's diabetic awareness comm.i•
tee buys needed medical supplie,
for area diabetics who need `int:cial help.

•.
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•"
,

•

"
,
4•
••

We are pleased to announce
that Tina Ratterree, bride-elect
of Andy Dunn, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Tina and Andy will be married March 30, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 Norti
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 9-9; Sun. 12-6

• i1C.;;77.1
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MSU takes OVC lead with win over Eagles
By DAVID RAMEY
L edge' & T mes Met $pert• Ede Of

A manic Monday night in the
Ohio Valley Conference turned the
league race into a first-rate thnller.
and Murray State coach Steve
Newton knew exactly what was
happening following Murray
State's 81-73 win over Morehead
State Monday night.
"The plot thickens." the Racer
mentor said with a spark in his eye
Monday night when informal of
Eastern Kentucky's loss at Austin
Pea Eastern's loss was only part
one of a two part scoreboard

watching segment which concluded
with league-leader Tennessee Tech
falling to Middle Tennessee. leaving the Racers all alone in first
place.
The plot thickened thanks to
some engaging characters.
including:
'Murray center Popeye Jones putting to work recent discoveries on
how to use his feet and body to
raise havoc on OVC foes who are
hanging on him on the inside,
'Greg Coble. who said he recently
discovered his '.11:CO' stroke from
the outside./
'frustrated Morehead ,.oach Tom

my Gaither, who vented his anger
at .OVC officials Robert Bell,
Robert McGrarth and Michael
Tnbue:
'Morehead's P.J. Nichols and Bret
Roberts, who fired up some key
3-point attempts late in the contest.
but could barely draw iron when
the Eagles were holding an edge,
sand Newton, who for the second
straight game saw his defense close
off an opponent late in the contest.
as the Racers gave up just one field
goal in the final five minutes. .
Newton may have the feeling
he', read this talc before. Sudden '2 frantic hours. the Racers

(19-8. 7-21 jumped from third place
into the OVC lead.
However, Morehead almost put
the Racers into the index with EKU
and Tech, as the Eagles jumped out
to a 14-9 lead behind the play of
center Rod Mitchell.
Morehead shot 54 percent from
the floor in the first half, but the
Eagles couldn't take advantange of
thett offensive success due to
defensive problems in trying to
stop Jones, who had 20 of his
game-high 3) points and 12 of his
career-high 22 rebounds in the first
half.
"The first half was a clinic on

how to play the post." Newton
said. "Coach (Craig) Morris and
Coach (James) Holland have been
working hard with him on his foot
work. He's going to have to be
mobile when guys are hanging on
him like that."
After a flurry of stick-backs,
Jones hit a "3" to put Murray up
35-11. Brian Miller scored on a
3-point play for the Eagles, but
Jones scored after scooping up a
nice dish from Coble.
Murray' answered back-to-back
scores from Morehead's Patrick
Tubbs with back-to-back 3-point
(Coned on page 9)

Team effort leads Murray
to victory over district foe
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodrit& Times Sports EcIllor
The Murray High Tigers -may not
have had everyone they have to
have, but they did everything they
had to do to post a 64-58 sion over
Mayfield High School Monday
night at Murray.
With leading scorer and ball handler Willis Cheancy in dress
clothes (due to a toe injury suffered
dunng last week's, Alt-"A" State
Tournament), the Tigers still managed to handle Mayfield easier than
in their two previous meetings.
With Cheaney playing, the Tigers
had lost in overtime at Mayfield.
then had defeated the Cardinals in
overtime in the All-"A" regional
championship game at Mayfield .
Without Cheney the Tigers
trailed twice -- in the first quarter
— and led by as much as 15 points
in the second half.
While the Tigers did hase some
help by way of Mayfield's poor
shooting. it was the •

.eam effort which brought a beaming smile to head coach Cary Miller's face following the Fourth District victors
"The kids rea:ly played hard."
\1. c"
d "I m really proud of
them.
"For the most part. we got the
ball where we wanted to get it.M,11er noted "We handled their
press, and we hit our free throws
down tne stretch. Everything you
have to do to win a ballgame. we
That incladed getting some
clutch performances from players
who may be accustomed to letting
Cheaney run the Tiger offense -but Wier pointed out this season
has proyen that no Tiger is
irreplaceable.
"We've had someone out almost
all sear." Miller said. "This is the
fifth different person to miss at
1east one game But our kids stick
together. play together, and we
,• A someone will step in..%
Chcaney

and ta.c the pressure. lead the team
in sconng and chip in crucial free
throws? Senior guard Allan Rayburn, who handled the bulk of the
ballhandling. tossed in 15 points to
lead all scorers and hit four straight
free throws in the fourth quarter
after the Cardinals had closed to
within a point of the lead.
No surprise. Miller said. "He's
been a good free throw shooter for
us all year," Miller said. "And he's
really gained_ a 1ot of confidence
this year: you can see it in his face
-- in all of their faces."
Miller also complimented the
play of Aaron Whitaker and Chip
Greene as well as that of regular
starters Heath Walls. Bart Crum
and ,Jason Joseph.
Whitaker, who started 1,1 Cheaney's absence came up with some
rucial defensive p1ays and scored
five points wh!le Greene added
five. Walk, meanwhle, follo.sed
Rayburn with 14 points. Joseph had
13 points Wit. :4 rebounds: and
ICORrd OR page 9,

0

Murray High's Chip Greene (301 brings the ball upcourt against pressure from Mayfield's Stoen Brooks 141 during second -half action in
Murru'.'s win.

Timely technical lifts Lady Lakers past MMS in tourney opener
Staff Report
Uurv1.4.419
., a

Spoils
_
HARDIN
Murfay Middle
School's Lady Tigers "left the door
open" and a technical foul with one
second left locked it behind trierr.
in a 31-30 loss to Calloway
School Monday night in the fos1
round of the Fourth District Xthgrade Tournament at SOU1.7 Marshall Junior High.
•
The game was tied
showing when Murray Middle
began substituting --- and left one
L'..e.) nicely

rui trn

technical foul.
tohrs 7 hit one of two
fol,,A,ng the technical
and the Lady Lakers successfully
• • ,- e pass as time expired.
Marray Middle's first -ichinical of the season.
is ,. nad too many players
rig :n and 0... arid it cost us.'
MSAS . coach Da. Thompson said.
- But we left the door open for
-wouldn't have
coach Eddie
(
`if
door was left open
Yslorris sa.a
:anc Lady Lakers wouldn't

quit knocking. After leading 16-14
at halftime .and. 24-22 going into
the .fourth- quarter, Ca1lowa:i, saw
the Lady Tigers take a four-point
lead in the final frame before gambling on their pressure efensc.
"We took a gamble on patting
the press on them, and it paid off
twice." Morris said, referring to
Lady Tiger turnovers whAh (-a ltoway converted into scores -We
took a chance, and it paid off.
"They're a good team.- !slums
said of Murray, who had defeated
Calloway in both previous regularseason 'meetings. "We were fiirfa-

nate to A n this one,7
"I wish them the best." Murray
-Middle's Dan. Thompson said of.
Calloway. "I hope they do well -they 're our rival, but not our
enemy.
Thompson 'also complimented
his Lady Tigers' effort during the
game. "Our girls wanted to win
very badly." Thompson said. "I
have no regrets as far as the effort
of the girls goes:Connie Payne led all scorers
with 16 points for Murray Middle
while. Stacy Thomas added eight
rryli nl c, and Bonnie Payne six.

Third-quarter shooting
leaves Lady Tigers short

Sharpshooter
lifts Morehead
past Murray

By DANIEL T. PARKER
By DAVID RAMEY
L•eArp. a Times Ass, Sport Emu,
Despite her 5-3 frame, Shannon
Litton was the tallest player in
Morehead Staite's 87-74 victory
over the Murray State Lady Racers
Monday night at Murray.
Litton tossed in 12 of her 21
points thanks to four 3-pointers in
the first half. pacing Morehead to a
43-31 halftime advantage which
they never relinquished
Litton and teammate Beth
Ousley drilled nine of 13 attempts
from 3-point range. dismantling the
Lady Racer zone and putting Morehead back in the league playoff
hunt.
The Lady Racers. now 8-16 and
3-6 in the OVC, Cotild have ml'. past Moretad into fifth place Y4
a victory, but dismal 37 percent
shooting from the floor coupled
with the Lady Eagles' accuracy dice
Mdrray in.
"We didn't come out as intense
and as aggressive as we needed
to." Lady Racer coach Kelly Brea/CaiC said "We gave up a lot of
snots, and did a poor job of pressuring the perimeter "
The tandem of Litton and Ousley
from the outside had done the Lady
Racers in at Morehead, and Breazeale said the Lady Racers were
ready for Morehead's 3-point
accuracy.
"We had done some things MN-rently to prepare for their outside
game, but obviously we didn't
come out on their shooters far
enough." Breaztale said.
A Litton layup put Morehead up
23-11 with 8:20 left. and she buried a 3-point shot after the Lady
(Coned on page 9)

Farrah Beach had 12 points,
including a key basket, and dished
out six assists for Calloway, while
iApril Crass had six points with
nine rebounds and Linda Stubblefield added six points and eight
rehounds.
Calloway plays Benton tonight at
8:30 in semifinal action. Calloway
and Benton split during the season,
with the Lady Lakers • winning in
overtime at Calloway Middle and
losing by one at Benton.
Calloway Middle improved to
10-5 on the year. while Murray
Middle ends the season at 9-5.

Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor
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Stephanie ‘'anoser started the second half with a steal and this layup
against Mayfield's Missy Brooks.

A third-quarter slump "locks us
in at the bottom- of the Fourth District standings, Lady Tiger coach
Jim Harrell noted after his Murray
High girls dropped a 53-41 decision to Mayfield Monday night at
Tiger Gym.
"The third quarter was not very.
again," Harrell said
gdod to us
after Mayfield outscored ,Murray
15-6 to evaporate a fou,r-point halftime lead. "We hit two of eight
shots in the third quarter to their
7-of-10... that was the turning
point"
Stephanie Vanover, who scored
eight of Murray's first ten points in
the game to spur the Lady Tigers to
an early lead, came up with a steal
and scored on the layup to start the
second half with a 30-24 lead.
Murray then hit only one more
of seven attempts in the quarter
while Mayfield got hot. After Vanover's bucket, Patricia Powers
scored on a putback for Mayfield
but Missy Bogard hit a free throw
for Murray for a 31-26 edge. Missy
Brooks, playing in place of ill starter Misty Pierceall, then canned a
jumper to cut the lead to three.
Murray turned the ball over at
4:53 and Mayfield's Christy Sanders hit from outside to bring the
lead down to one. Sanders then
stole the ball and Stephanie Gray
scored on the layup for Mayfield's
first lead since their 2-0 start.
, Collette Jones gave the lead back
to Murray by scoring a 12-foot
jumperior a 33-32 lead, but Gray
and Sanders scored to push the
Lady Cardinals in front by three.
After an airhall by Murray, Brooks
hit again from outside for a 38-33

lead. Both teams hit a free throw' in
the final seconds of the quarter to
maintain the five-point difference.
It was still a five-point ballgamc
with 4:18 left when Sanders hit a
free throw, then came up with a
steal and layup for a 46-38 lead.
Bogard scored from underneath for
Murray, but the Lady Tigers
missed a scoring chance and Gray'
hit from the baseline for a 48-40
gap.
Murray got a free throw from
Mary' Catherine Wooldridge with
1:52 left, but it was the final point
for the Lady Tigers. Mayfield hit
five free throws in the final two
minutes for the 53-41 final.
Harrell was not that disappointed
with Murray's overall performance,
despite falling to 4-12 and scaling
theirselves into the fourth-seed slot
for the Fourth District tournament.
"We played them a lot better
than the first time we played
them," Harrell said. "They took us
out early over there."
Murray did accomplish one goal
by taking Mayfield out of its fullcourt pressure, but that move
turned out to be of little good, Harrell noted. "We wanted to take
them out of the press and we did,
but then they went into the 1-3-1
halfcourt trap and that hurt us.
They put pressure on the wings.
and we had some trouble passing
the ball."
The Lady Tigers had moved out
to an early lead by swinging Vanover out to the high post, where
she dropped in three jumpers to go
along with a press-busting layup.
Vanover's early surge lifted Murray to a 10-3 lead, but Mayfield
fought back ilth seven straight
points to tie the ,game.
(Coned OR page 9)

Sports Writer
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK
Fay Vincent
wouldn't talk about Pete Rose. He
wouldn't talk much about expansion. For George Stcinbrenner,
though, he had lots to say.
"I can't think of anyone other
than Saddam Hussein I'd rather
have making these complaints,"
Vincent said Monday as he
returned to his office after a
21/2 -month absence.
The baseball commissioner was
referring to constant carping of the
New York Yankees owner, who
keeps attacking the investigation
and agreement that removed Steinbrenner from the team's operations.
Vincent, whio has been recovering from surgery to remove an
infected spleen, said approximately
eight to 10 of the 26 teams lost
money last season and added that
security was under review because
of the Persian Gulf War and the
threat of terrorism. He also said he
was concerned about the escalation
of player salaries and the effect on
small-market teams.
. He looked rested after a 10-day
vacation in Jamaica and clearly
was more relaxed than last February', when he was attempting to
make a deal with the Major League
Baseball Players Association.
The commissioner had not been
in his office since Nov. 21. The
following .day he became ill with
what at first was diagnosed as
pneumonia and later as an abcessed
spleen caused by a bacterial
infection.
New York gossip columns said
last week that Vincent's health was
_leen stated by his
office,
"George and his people want to
play that game," Vincent said.
"but I think most people see it for
what it is.,,
Monday's session with 20 reporters was partly to shoot dow-n the
rumors.
"Reports of my demise are
extremely premature," Vincent
began, echoing Mark Twain's famous line. "Secondly. I've given up
cigars. Other than that, it's business as usual."
Steinbrenner later renewed his
criticism of Vincent
• "I am truly sorry that Fay Vincent would make such a statement,
as it only underscores the questions
that many people have about his
ability to serve as commissioner
and to act rationally," Steinbrenner
said in a statement issued
spokesman Steve Mangionc.
The 52-year-old commissioner,
who weighed 250 pounds before
his illness, lost 25 pounds in recent
months. While he was out, dozens
of multimillion-dollar, multiyear
contradi.s:ihave been agreed to, culminating last Friday with Roger
Clemens' record four-year, S21.5
million deal.
"No rational person can view
what's going on in bascbafl and not
have concerns," Vincent-said.
The commissioner said he
believed that salaries given to top
players were causing teams to
balance rosters with more rookies,
who have low salaries.
"Some players who would likely
find jobs in baseball will not find
jobs because the payrolls are so
top-heavy," Vincent said.
Vincent addressed a wide variety
of topics in the 90-minute meeting.
But he wouldn't give his opinion
on the Hall of Fame's decision to
exclude Rose from its ballot.
Because of that, Rose can be
elected to Cooperstown only if he
is reinstated.
He said the impact of the war on
baseball concerned him, especially
with the start of ,spring training late
next week.
The National League intends to
announce two expansion cities by
September and the new franchises,
which begin play in 1993, will pay
.S95 million each. The commissioner said he would become involved
if the leagues can't decide how to
split the money.
Among Vincent's short-term
concerns is a new agreement with
umpires. The old contract expired
at the end of the 1990 season.
Because many 01 the reporters
were from the New York area,
questions about Steinbrenner took
up much of the time. Vincent,
whose term runs to April 1994,
denied reports that have quoted
anonymous owners as saying he
would quit, perhaps within a year.
"I'm not going to resign," he
said. "Unless somebody has a
technique I'm not aware of, the
decision is mine. I don't mean to
sound arrogrant about it, but that's
the way it is."
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9th basketball
The Calloway County I slier freshmen teem leis
27 28 at Carlisle County Monday The t akers got
on to a poor start, arid dismal free throw shooting
(six -of 16) compounded the Laker troubles 'You
don't win many hitting like that,' taker coach
Randy McCallon sad Vie had a poor first halt
We came back in the second halt, but it was too
little, too late*
•The Laker face Mayfield today at 530 pm in
Opening rOund play of the Fourth Distnct Fresh
men Tournament at Marshall County Murray
laces Marshall in the second contest. with the
finals sw for Wednesday

Basketball
STARK VILLE, Miss -- Mississippi State made
the Associated Press poll for the first time in 12
years, moving into the rankings at No 23 Mis
sossippi State (156), picked for as low as
seventh in the SEC, knocked on No 16 Ken
lucky 83 82 Saturday to hit the fop 25 for the
first time since a No 18 ranking in January
1979 Meanwhile, UNL V was a unanimous
choice as the top team in the poll lor the fourth
time in five weeks The 20-0 Runnel Rebels.
who whipped last week's runner up Arkansas
112 105 on Sunday, were picked No 1 by all
63 votes ofi he nationwide panel of sports wr;
ters and broadcasters It's the 12th straight
week that UM V, the only unbeaten mayor col
Iwo team in the nation, has been in the top
spot
• • • •
SYRACUSE, N Y - The wesioent of Syracuse
University's largest basketball booster group
has been asked to resign and no longer associ
ale himself with the men's program, a university
spokesman said The university did not say why
it directed Hardwood Club President Joseph
Giannuzzi to step down and surrender the pre
'erred seating privileges he and his wife. Cynth ,
a, had at Syracuse home games But Syracuse
spokesman Robert Hill said administrators "telt
4 was in the best interest of the university to
disassociate Mr Giannuzzi from the program
based on information we have obtained through
Our ongoing nvestigation of the basketball
prograr
,

Track and field
OSAKA, Japan - Ben Johnson edged Cuba's
Andres Simon in a photo finish in the Yomur
Chitose indoor It was the second first place fin
ish in four starts this season for Johnson, who
is trying to make a comeback after a two year
pan from track for lailmg a drug test at the
Seoul Olympics in 1988 Both Simon, the word
indoor 613-meter champion at 652 in 1989, and
Johnson were clocked _at 664 seconds in the
60

Boxing

• • • •
MADISON Ws - Gary nuier of the Calgary
F lames paid $8,520 in fines and court costs in a
plea bargain to avoid trial on charges he hit a
pdK.e officer during an incident outside a Madi
son tavern Suter was arrested last June along
with Chris Chelios of the Chicago Blackhawks
after a scuttle broke out when undercover
police officers arrested Chelios for urinating on
a sidewalk
• • • •
MONTREAL - left winger MIRO McPhee of ttle
Montreal Canadiens, who had seven goas and
two assists in four games last week was
named NHL player of the week McPhee, who
has 17 goals and 33 points in 13 games this
season, had three goas and an assist against
Minnesota on Feb 4 lor his second NH( career
four point game and third three goal game
DMONTON, Alberta - Mark Recchi saw how
good Bill Hanford was in Juniors when both
were teammates in the Western Hockey
League He also saw him up close quite a bit
again Monday night Recchi didn't need any
convincing, but Hanford helped him remember
anyway, stopping 43 shots as the Edmonton
Oilers defeated Recchi's Pittsburgh Penguins
7 5 al the only Niit game
• • • •
NHL STANDINGS
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pt* GE GA
NY Rangers
29 20 9 67 214 180
29 25 3 61 242 216
Pittsburgh
Phila.:1414)Na
27 26 6 60 191 184
New Jersey
24 23 10 58 203 187
Wash ngton
27 28 3 57 189 193
NY Islanders
18 31 8 44 163 206
Admit* Ditimen
Boston
31 IA 8 76 723 194
Montreal
32 21 6 70 205 tel
Harttord
25 26 6 56 164 187
Buffalo
72 23 11 55 195 190
Quebec
12 36 9 33 163 253
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Pte GE GA
15 19 1 74 193 152
Chicago
3316 7 73 221 178
St Lon
25 28 5 55 202 216
Devoe
19 31 9 47 182 264
Minnesota
15 36 6 36 166 237
Toronto
Smythe Division
31 19 6 68 232 181
Los Angeles
30 21 5 65 226 176
Calgary
Edmonton
28 25 3 59 197 188
Winnipeg
21 30 9 51 198 209
Vancouver
20 34 5 45 115 232
Stordsy's Gem
Edmonton 7 Pittstx.irgh 5 Edmonton goals Bin Ranioid
stooped 43 10045 in the NI-Si only game
Tuesday's Gems
wimple at Detroit 6 35 pm
Mnnesota at NY Islanders 635 p
Buffalo at Quebec 6 35 pm
St Loss at Edmonton 835 pm
Calgary at toe Angeles 935 p rr

Football
TAMPA, Fla - Tampa Bay linebacker Broder
ck Thomas was back home, two days after
being shot twice outside a Tampa nightclub
Thomas, 23. was released from Tampa General
Hospital on Sunday, where he was treated for a
wound in the armpit and chest when he alleged
ty intervened in an argument over a woman
Frank Taylor Jr 27, a staff sergeant at MacDill
All Force Base, was charged wth aggravated
battery with a firearm in the shoothg and
released on his own recognizance

INGLE WOOD, Calif - Thomas Hearns tuned
up for his World Boxing Association light heavy
weight championship bout against Virgil Hill in
May by knocking out Kemper Morton at 202 of
the second round Heams, who weighed 1 73
pounds. used a left uppercut to floor his unher
aided opponent, who came into the fight having
lost two of his last four outings Referee Pat
Russell counted Morton out to end the bout,
scheduled for 10 rounds
• • • •
NEW YORK - - A tentative agreement has been
reached to keep the Evander Holyfield George
Foreman heavyweight title fight in Atlantic City,
NJ The arrangement was revealed to the
Associated Press by Dan Duva, who would copromote the bout with Bob Arum on Apnl 19
The live site promoter would be Donald Trump
A news conference was scheduled for noon
today at Trump's Plaza Hotel Fie sad one of
the condmons on the agreement being finalized
would be the Payment by Trump Of $2 S million

PANMUAUOM, Korea - North and Sou;t1 Kore
a agreed to unite for two internatidial sports
championships, marking the first tithe in 45
years the rival nations will play on the same
side Delegates representing the two countries
agreed to field a single Korean team for the
41st World Tabie Tennis Championships in
Japan in April and the Sixth World Youth Soc
car Championship in Portugal in June The
sports ministers of the two nations have said
they would work toward entering a Joint team .n
'he 1992 Olymbcs in BarCeiOna. Spain

Hockey

Golf

HARTFORD, Conn
Hart lord 1Whaiers enfor
con Ed' Kastelic was suspended+ 10 games and
the learn lined $10,000 by the. NHIL for corning
08 the bench to take part in a fight against the
Chicago Blackhawks Kastelc was sent out following a fight bewteen the Whalers' Jim
McKenzie and Blackhawks' Adam Creighton in
the first period of Sunday's game Before the
puck was dropped for the faceoff, Kastelic got
into a fight with Mike Peluso, who had been on
the ice for the earlier fight It was Kasteic's
fourth game misconduct this season

The winners
PALM REACH GARDENS,Ela
Of the four Grand Slam' golf tournaments will
play a 36 hole, tieo-day tournament in Hawaii,
tentatively scheduled for Sept 17,18, the PGA
said If there is a multiple winner of the qualify
ing events, a former maw-tournament champ
ion will be selected by an established formula
The lour major tournaments are the Masters
the U S and Bntish Opens and the PGA
Championship The winner of the tournarrien,
will receive $400.000, with $250,000 for sec
ond. $200,000 for third and $150,000 for laS'

General

Huskies knock off Hoyas
By The Associated Press
The Connecticut Huskies had the perfect game plan for the Georgetown
Hoyas. The East Tennessee State Buccaneers also had one for the Furman
Paladins. Only theirs didn't work.
"One of the things we said in our scouting report was not to let Hal
Henderson have a good night," said East Tennessee State coach Alan
LeForce, "but he was the difference."
With Henderson scoring a career-high 29 points, Furman upset the
10th-ranked Buccaneers 104-93 in a key Southern Conference game on
Monday night. The result left the two tied at the top with 9-2 records.
Connecticut, meanwhile, followed through on their plan to collapse on
Georgetown's two big inside men
Dikembe Mutombo and Alorvo
Mourning.
Mutombo had three field goals and Mourning none as the Huskies'
defense shut down the .18th-ranked Hoyas en route to a 61-55 Big East
victory.
In other games involving ranked teams, No. 2 Ohio State defeated
Michigan 81-65; No. 9 Southern Mississippi beat McNecse State 81-62
and No. 12 New Mexico State defeated UC-Santa Barbara 67-64.

Team effort leads...
(Coned from page 8)
Crum added 10 points to the Tiger
attack.
Ben Brown hit a 3-point shot to
push Mayfield in front 7-6 midway
through the first quarter, but Walls
answered with a basket from the
wing that touched off a Tiger
surge.
Whitaker followed with a 3-point
shot for an 11-7 lead, Walls hit
from the lane and from 3-point
range, and Crum drove underneath
to give Murray an 18-7 lead with
seconds left in the opening frame.
Murray completed their 14-point
run in the second quarter when
Joseph blocked a shot which Rayburn picked up and turned into a
layup for a 20-7 lead.
It was 29-19 when Mayfield
scored on a 3-point shot and a nice
move by David Fields underneath
to cut the lead to 29-24, but Rayburn hit two free throws at 0:06 for
a 31-24 halftime lead.
Walls opened the second half
with a 3-point shot for the Tigers,
and Mayfield missed five shots on
their end. Rayburn followed with
another "3" for a 37-24 edge and,
after three more Mayfield misfires,
Rayburn scored on a driving basket
for a 15-point cushion.
The Cardinals used steals off
their press to slow' the Tiger attack
and cut Murray's lead to 41-32
before Joseph scored off an
inl)ounds pass with seconds left.
Mayfield's Steven Brooks
answered with a 3-point" shot with
0:05 left, however, to cut the margin to 43-35 going into the final
quarter.
Baskets by Scotty Thomas and
Brown opened the fourth period
and cut Murray's lead to 43-39,
and the Tigers got a break when
Mayfield stole the ball again but
lost it out of bounds with 7:06 left.

Miller called time to settle the
Tigers, and Joseph tossed to Crum
for a pr-beatilig layup and 45-39
lead when play resumed.
Two Joseph free throws at 6:17
extended the lead to 47-39, hut a
3-point shot by Shannon Brooks
and a steal and layup by Brown
dropped the lead to 49-46 before
another Joseph free throw at 4:11.
Crum added two free throw's at
the 3:39 mark, but Bubba Winfrey
notched a "3" for Mayfield with
2:50 left to cut the score to 52-49,
and a steal off the press allowed
Jason Lancaster to hit two free
throws at the 2:21 mark, dropping
the cushion to 52-51,
Rayburn then drilled two free
throws at 2:12 and, after a Crum
rebound, two more from the stripe
at 1:39 for a 56-51 lead. Joseph
rebounded and was fouled, hitting
one of two at 1:19, and Crum
rebounded and drew a foul at the
1:12 mark.
His two free throws extended the
lead to 59-51 and Walls hanged in
two more free throw's at the 0:59
-mark , for a 61-51 spread.
Two Mayfield baskets cut the
lead to 61-55 with 31 seconds left,
but Rayburn was sent to the lint
again with 28 seconds to play. He
nailed both tries for a 63-55 lead
and Walls added a free throw with
10 seconds left. Mayfield hit a "3"
before the buzzer for the 64-58
final.
NEXT: With Cheaney's playing
status on a "day-to-day" basis, the
Tigers travel to Graves County
tonight to take on the Eagles.
• • • •
MAYFIELD
07 24 15 58
MURRAY
18 31 43 84
Mayfield (58)- Duncan 12, Brown 11, Win
trey 8, SI Brooks 7, Yarber 6, Fields 4, Thomas
4, Sh Brooks 3, Lancaster 3 Stock FG 2271,
FT 3/6, 32 rebounds
Murray (64)- Rayburn 15, Walls 14, Joseph
13, Crum 10, Whitaker 5. Greene 5, Bailey 2
FG 19/39, FT 21 30, 32 rebounds

"See me for all your family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance corrpariles
Home Office Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
4.

High school scores
BOYS
Region
1.4aylatid
1,8
Murray 64
etaarevids
Laski Co 68 CAlce Combs 59
let Cnnslan 69 Sy &chow
154.
`,4
Coesioare 41
Lou Beat Haven 62
Mira) Co 102 Casey Co 71
14G0411,800f0 64 Prneves 61 0'
Nilersturg •Altary /9 Assembly Cnrs5an 6.4
Noontide Grins/tar 103 1.41n4n Ctesnar 86.
Pennwalt 96 Ferr,ew 65
Soom 5.111:111,11 66 West riots t.12,
GIRLS
Fire Region
Cr, 61
Ingg Cc 0/
Graves Co 67 Masts,' Co F.'
Mayheid 53 lat.irray 41
Paducat Tagranan 5/ Heatn 35
Raidiand 10 Paduca8
9tatrande
Mail Co 43 Marion Co 4,
Ashland Blazer 64 Rumen 53
Bardstown Fietnenern 46 Auer Cerr,a. 4',
Bourbon Co 44 (VW C.', 4'
Bowling Green 56 Greenwood 53
Boyd Co 69 rontor
Boyle Co 6C Morro, Cs. 42
Bracken Co 64 Mason Co 2.9
Bre)rnridge Co 63 *noes.* trn.ity 44
BOW last 54 5:edt'ar• 5/. 5'
Casey Co 53 1,lion!r.014,
,94 0e6.,s8
Centre, Hard
"
41,
Charlestoer C rsr. a,
Clay (..c
Corm.,
C„mbeetand 6'. 1,.24,
Duce C'.,rrt 65 C.arda
East Cane, 4? 'fee,
moner,e 62 '.414t.,
60,,,r 41
.1,•
raN.4444, 54 l-,a5••••
t ranaton *evert, 1-540 64
•-•Q,1.1,
4:111 a , '
39
4"
Grier r-f? 62 'ay.cr,
Hart Co 59 ;'
Hoovinsviia
"^ ^S? 4'
Jar-tour Co .8 Berea 7,5
Jerta.ns 76 Alien Cenr•a 66
Scnoca Itr "no 7,64' 4' . f0
LaL‘rel .Co 64 Mar.'.'sr.,Lai Calhoun. 59 016.,d5...r1
Lax Henry Cay 86 er
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.. 4,
'4011 Eastern St L
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;sr • .
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', 4
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,,,
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Vonycello 4k C 40.0 C.
Mount Carve, 7..e,-,rg tri6 , •-••", •
Munlenberg Sow^ 7•
Nichotas Co 68 Augusra 15
Noon Hard,n 13 BarcsrLw•
Ono Cc 4.
OViOn Co 66 *Marc,Lc.-I.
Owensboro 61 Har,
Owenstorc Aboi.r.: 59 Na-,erPants-vim 6' Alc.fgar
Pars 69 L.te, timer ',1•111'.., 4',
Pineville 56 SAdd.ert,'-.ao
Ricnntond Model 44
?•
%stew** 611 Warrer es' 'A
Shelby Co 76 Lot., Sarred "ea, r'.^
SA0100,, Cant 1'22 t'•ev .e 1'
Todd Central 56 Pranial,
Tnml>14) Co 66 Witannstowr 4?
5, I 1,,a,:•41“--,4e, 61
WasNngt:,n
4. • 42
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••• ,' •
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Major college scores
ovc scores in bold
EAST
Amencan U 86 Navy 79
Broolttyn Co 74 St 4.ra,cie 1.4v 6'
aucltinell 98 Mount S1 Marys tad
Connecticut 61 Georgetown 55
Drexel 93 Long island u 77
;airld$96 aidu,16.0r 78 NO,V,6aS'A.-

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Septic Tank Service

4•
•

and contributed 10 points.
NEXT: The Lady Tigers travel
to Ballard Memorial on Thursday
night.

but Christy Bell beat the press on a time buzzer to stop an eight-point
layup and Wooldridge twice went Mayfield surge and supply the
baseline-to-baseline for a 21-14 four-point halftime 'cushion.
lead with four minutes left.
Vanover led Murray with 16
Murray increased their lead to ,points and eight rebounds while
26-16 on Wooldridge's 3-point Wooldridge added 14 points and
shot with 3:05 left, but the Lady Bogard claimed seven rebounds.
Gray and Sanders had 16 each
Tigers did not score again until
Renea Hornbuckle scored on a put- for Mayfield while Brooks, a freshback two seconds before the half- man, stepped into the starting role

9

SCOREBOARD

Third-quarter shooting leaves
(Cont'd from page 8)
Wooldridge picked up a blocked
shot and put it in for a 12-10 Murray lead. Wooldridge then pulled
down a rebound and went coast-tocoast for a layup, drawing the foul
with 0:03 left and hitting the free
throw for a 15-10 quarter score.
Mayfield immediately cut the
lead to- 15-14 in the second quarter,

PAGE

Excavating • Hauling •
Asphalt Ci..ttitT • SCA or

•

Watint
kc:11,

• • • •
10 24 39 53
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
15 28 34 41
Mayfield (53) - Gray 16, Sanders 16
Brooks 10, Powers 9, Outland 2. Wiman FG
FT 13/19, 29 rebounds
2043,/
Murray (41) - Vanover 16, Woodridge 14
Bell 4, Bogard 3, Hombuckle 2, Jones 2. F&/
banks, Snyder FG 18/51, FT 3/7, 23 rebounds

ii
iihiN Brent Allen
Ditching
759-1515

Since Mg

MSU takes OVC lead...
(Cont'd from page 8)
tered in the paint area."
shots from Coble and Frank Allen
Despite being "dumbfounded,"
to give the Racers a 43-35 halftime Morehead outscored Murray 12-4
edge.
to open the second half, with
Jones was nine-of-12 from the Nichols and Roberts hitting 3-point
floor in the - first half, and Coble shots during the stretch to give
had tossed in 12 points, hitting Morehead a 50-47 lead.
three "3"s.
Keyed by Roberts, who scored
"We had our inside-outside game nine straight points, the Eagles
going," Coble said. "Popcyc did a took a 68-65 lead with just over
nice job of going to the hoop, and five minutes left on a bucket by
also kicking the ball back out. And
Mitchell. But, just as in Saturday's
guys were laying back on me, and 1
win against -Eastern Kentucky,
thought I could hit it. I'm getting
Murray put the lid on the goal late
my JUCO stroke back."
in the game.
Jones said practice - and listenJones scored for the Racers, and
ing to Morris and Holland -- made two free throws and a bouncing
perfect on the inside.
"They just told me to move my
feet," Jones said. "Don't just stand
there, bend my knees and use my
butt, and make it hard for guys to (Coned from page 8)
play against me. God gave it to me, Racers closed to within eight with
3:54 left in the first half.
so I've got to use it."
MSU closed to within ten, but
But that, among other things,
Litton
hit back-to-back 3-pointers
had Morehead coach Gaither calling foul, and saying he would send and Morehead carried a 43-31 lead
a copy of the game film to OVC into the locker room.
Morehead used a 13-2 run at the
supervisor of officials Ralph Stout.
"It's unfair to the kids to come start of the second half to pull out
in and have the outcome of the to a 23-point lead before the Lady
Racers closed the gap to 14 midgame determined in the first half
before the game has been played," way through the half.
Gaither said. "Our kids were just
dumbfounded at halftime about
'COUPON•
what they were exposed to."
Gaithcr called Jones an allAmerican, but questioned his
technique.
Hwy 641 N Murray
"I think he's a great player. He's
just a load, but how he gets his
points is he uses his weight to
$100 Off
push, shove, and grab and knock
Any Dinner Entree
people out of the way and gets
With Free Salad-Bar
illegal position on people when the
Not Vakl with arty other coupon or discount
ball is coming off the rim. The
Good lor al mamba's rn party
rules of basketball tonight the way
.
kor.ft11
8 1111I interpret them were not adminis-

18-foot jumper from Frank Allen
put the Racers up 71-68. Meanwhile, Roberts and Nichols were
throwing up "3"s and coming up
short.
"I thought we took some bad
shots down the stretch. The game
was still close and we come down
and jack up a couple of bad ones,
and Murray State did a good job of
running their offense and scoring,"
Gaither said.
"It was just time to pick up the
defense," Coble said. "We just out
a lot of pressure on them."
The Racers also found their free
throw touch, which had deserted

them against EKU, hitting their
final 13 attempts.
MOREHEAD STATE (73)
Miller 4-6 1 1 10, Roberts 8-19 2-3 19, Mitch
ell 8-11 2-3 18, Tubbs 7-11 0-0 18, Nichols 1 7
003. Tyndall 0-00-0 0, Turner 1-4 1-23, Gain
or 0-1 222, Derozier 0-0 0 0 0 Totals 29 61
8-11 73
MURRAY STATE (81)
Coble 4-8 5,5 16, Jackson 2-7 3-4 7, Jones
14-20 It 30, King 3-6 5-6 13, Allen 3-14 6-6
14
13, Gu
o-omm 0-0 0-0 0, Wilson 0-1 0 2 0, Adams
2, Swills 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 27-61 20-24
81
Halftime-Murray St 43, Morehead St 38
3-point goals--Morehead St 7-16 (Miller 1 ,2,
Roberts 1-3, Tubbs 4-5, Nichols 1-5, Turner
0-1), Murray St 7-17 (Coble 3-6. Jones 1-2,
King 2-4, Allen 1-5) Fouled out-Miller
Rebounds-Morehead St 30 (Roberts 9), Murray Si 39 (Jones 22) Assists-Morehead St
14 (Miller, Nichols, Tubbs 4), Murray St /3
(Allen 5) Total fouls-Morehead Si 21, Murray
St 16. A-5,050

Sharpshooter lifts Morehead...

ti s Seven Seas

Ouslcy sank a 3-pointer from the
left wing and Morehead surged
back out by 21 before Murray
closed to within 13 with 2:43 left.
Morehead closed the contest hitting
eight of eight free throws
As effective as Litton's 21 and
Ouslcy's 23 were, a 24-point performance from center Bev Smith
led the Lady Eagles, who shot 49
percent from the floor for the
contest.

Murray was led by 21 points
Irom Tawnya Pierce and 20 from
Michelle Wenning. Allison Gallimore came off the bench for 13
points.
The Lady Racers probably saw
their chances for a tourney berth go
by the wayside. "We had a chance
to do some good things tonight,"
Breazeale said. "But we just didn't
have the defensive intensity it takes
to win a big game.

Coming Soon...

Premiere

A+
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
Tim Herndon

INSURANCE CENTER (10
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

753-8355

3M - Meguiars - Sherwin Williams - Car Brite - Trerroo- Pro
41

Automotive

Colors
NOW OPEN
Distributor of the Most Complete tine of Automotive Reconditioning and Appearance Materials

Health and Fitness Club

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-0051
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•A J 2
•K Q 7 6
•A K 7
•6 5 2

-Habit with him 14-0 .411 the test of
truth
It must be right I te done it from
ni.t youth
i;e(,rge
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it

A partnership that depends solel
WEST
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upon the time-honored Blackwood •10 9 8 5
•7 6 4 3
ace-showing convention as Its tool •5 2
•4 3
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•K 9 8 3
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Old photo
NBC denies story
that Leno will
replace Carson
LOS ANGELES (AP) `---- A
spokesman for Johnny Carson
denied a report Monday that the
late night talk show host will be
replaced by comedian Jay Leno.
"It's not our practice to comment on non-factual matters,
untruths, leaks and irresponsible
media plants," said Carson spokesman Ed Hookstratten, responding
to a New York Post story published
Monday.
The tabloid, quoting a "highranking industry source" it did not
identify, reported that NBC television executives have decided to
give Carson the boot after his 30th
season, which begins this fall, as
host of "The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson."
The story also said the network
Wirits guest host Leno to become
the permanent host because he consistently draws higher ratings and
younger viewers than Carson.
An NBC spokesman called the
Post story "age-old speculation."
"Fifteen years ago, there were
rumors that Johnny would go."
said network spokesman Curt
Block. "Let the ,record show that
Johnny Carson will be the one who
decides when he leaves the show."
Carson, 65. reportedly works on
a year-to-year contract and makes
about S20 million annually. He is
the host of the show on Wednesdays. Thursdays and Fridays. Leno
is the host on Mondays. Tuesday
shows are reruns.
Carson replaced Jack Paar as
host Oct. 1, 1962. Leno replaced
Joan Rivers as the regular guest
host in 1987.
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Pictured above is an old photo of the late Albert N. Holland, former postmaster of Lassiter, along with the
authentic certification dated 1914, when Holland was commissioned by the Postmaster General, A. S. Burleson. Holland is the grandfather of Murrayan Holland Kays Miller.

Stroke victims peak in recovery
tial or total) paralysis
Programs of rehabilitation. including speech training and physical therapy. may help stroke patients achieve
more independence by -re-educatingmuscles to compensape for the damage caused by the stroke However,
there is a limit to the degree of recovery Your brother has apparently
reached his limit
Provided he doesn't have another
stroke
a definite risk for most
stroke patients
your brother will
probably remain about as he is now
Of-course. you have to take into account the fact that he. like the rest of

By Peter H Gott, M fl
DEAR DR GOTT My 75-year old
brother suffered a stroke in July 1988
He has right-sided %`-eakness and manages with the help of his wife What is
his prognosis, and what can we expect' The doctor mentions seizures
and indicates he will never get any
better
DEAR READER
Following" a
stroke most patients reach the peak
of their recovery within six to 12
months A stroke causes death and
dysfunction of nerve tissue often
leading to speech difficulties and par-
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'Found down
5 Fox
Idancei
9 Timid
12 Winglike
13 Rabbit
14 Earl Grey
15 Great tumult
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Aries •
consteilatic,n
19 - pass
Ihockey)
21 Retains
23 Discoverer
of America
27 Mother
28 Genus of
palms
29 Teachers
org
31 Beer Darrel
34 Sodium
Symbol
35 Train
38 C-F linkup

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Antlered
animal
41 Cigar residue
42 South
American
mammal
44 Nickel
symbol
46 Part divide
48 Remained
erect
51 Check
52 100 000
rupees
53 Exists
55 Scoffs
59 Irritate
60 Float
62 Go by water
63 Footlike part
64 Cravats
65 Server
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To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report An Informed Approach To
Surgery - Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
IY91 N1.14,1..41'1.11 F.NTI:111•HISF. &NS%

DR. GUI'T

1 Type of cross
2 High
mountain
3 Deface
5

General anesthesia can be used for
prostate surgery, usually because
some patients feel less apprehensive
being put to sleep during surgery
However, spinal anesthesia is preferable Follow your urologist's land anesthesiologists) advice If properly
administered, spinal anesthesia is
free of side effects, and you'll feel better during the immediate recovery
period because you won't have to
fight your way back to consciousness,
experience nausea or run the risk of
cardiorespiratory side effects Furthermore, the risks of general anesthesia increase proportionately to the
patient s age

4 Bring forward
5 Pulsate
6 Sun god
7 Morsel
8 Hard-wood
tree
9 vein of color
10 Pile

DOWN

4

us, will progressively weaken with
age, age-related weakness can cause
problems for stroke patients because
they're already weaker to begin with
Seizures can 'sometimes follow
strokes, especially during the acute
phase when brain damage is most severe However, if your brother is seizure-free now, he is likely to remain
so Again, the major factor to consider is the risk of another stroke, which
makes prognostication difficult Your
brother should follow his doctor s advice regarding periodic examinations
and continue ti., be as active as he
can
DEAR DR G4iTT I m a 75-year old male about to have prostate stir
gery I attended a seminar by a urologist who indicated he preferred to
operate by giving spinal anesthesia I
know of two different cases where a
patient suffered memory loss after a
spinal How is a spinal given, and
what might one expect from it" Why
isn't general anesthesia given for
prostate surgery"
DEAR READER Spinal anesthetic
is injected into the spinal canal Once
the anesthetic has been administered,
the patient is positioned so that the
appropriate part of the lower body is
adequately numbed . before surgery -,
Spinal anesthesia is as effective as
general anesthesia, during which paand is safer
tients are put to sleep
The major complications of general anesthesia respiratory problems
and heart irregularitiesi can be fatal,
however, they rarely, if ever, occur
during spinal anesthesia I am not
indeed
aware that memory loss
results from spiany brain damage
nal anesthesia, such an event would
be a highly unlikely consequence, as
spinal anesthesia does not affect the
brain and patients remain awake and
alert Spinal anesthesia has been safely used for years in women giving
having
gynecological
birth
or
surgery

62
65

11 Sweet
potatoes
16 Fleet of
armed ships
20 Pugilist
22 Printers
measure
23 Walking stick
24 Spoken
10 11
25 French
article
26 Ocean
30 Reach
11 32 Redact
33 Richard of
Pretty
Woman
36 Ship 'nits
37 Not flippant
32 33 40 Raps
43 Father
45 Maiden loved
32
by Zeus
47 Nuisances
48 Fall into
error
49 Allowance
for weight
50 Soil
54 Capuchin
57 58
monkey
56 Hearing
organ
57 Inlet
58 Crafty
61 Iron symbol
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PETER
GOTT, M D
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what,where questions
about your new city
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it s my job to help
you yet over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

111

4•111,V, Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ing•borg 1009 492 8348
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CLASSIFIEDS
1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Cats
atrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for •cornprehen
•ive Medicare Supple
Iktductibler,
fibent plan
insurance and "mins p
ProvniC charger can
,•use your out or pock.
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductridr
you, or your insurtinii
must pay h•s been Ir.
creased to 9624 in 110141
For more information
call

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
'or 29th year of a.re'

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
••• ••• tt

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

Wont
To Buy

Business
Servkes

BABYSITTER in Kirksey
area for 2mo old Need
days Mon Tues Wed
beginning March 11 In
your home Most be loving
gentle and affectionate
489 2895

MARINA bait tackles gas
etc 402 895 5545

BUSINESS card special
1 000 one color ink bust
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Adver
tising & Supply cart
759 160?

BOOKWORM? Make mo
ney reading books at home
$300 $500 per week in
come potential For details
call 1 615 449 4422 Ext
R 305

025
P•rsonsIs
NEW in Hoplunsville The
Magnolia Home Provides
home environment for
those needing limited as
sistance and care This
beautiful and spacious
home provides privacy as
sistance and companion
ship The Magnolia Home
is not a nursing home yet
provides home care for ito
residents 502 885 6470

"
'1
„
4Citr

ALLIANCE

g with the
k. S. Bur-

ACT NOW; Excellent
wages; Spare time as
sembly Easy work at
home No experience Call
1 504 641 7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours including
Sunday

reaken with
is can cause
.nts because
I begin with
Ties follow
g the acute
f• is most se'other is seiy to remain
if to consid[Nike. which
fficult Your
doctor s adxaminat ions
active as he

MORE Desert Storm and
USA Flag shirts also flag
patches available at Faye s
next to Wal Mart

Sold a niesagc
to your sweetheart
on i cake from

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16
21 We are an E 0 E This
perct is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
I Industry Council JTPA
Call J TPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
te
8a m 11 30a m

Pam's Cake Hut
Valentine
Special
9- Heart

a 7S-ear restate sur
r by a urolorreferred to
inesthesia I
ses where a
loss after a
given. and
'orn it Why
given for

'7.99
Call your order, in

op 759-4492

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
is now
offering
Hallfield
frames.
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-8809

it anesthetic
canal Once
iministered
so that the
iwer body I:ire surgery
Rffective as
g which paand is safer
ns of genery problems
ran be fatal,
ever. occur
I am not
indeed
Its from spi?vent would
wguence, as
it affect the
awake and
is been safeomen giving
;necological

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camara RS, loaded
*143445 $312.30 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax, Title 8. License.
46 lAo Closed End Lease

NEED personal computer
owners to work at home
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call recorded message
1 615 664 1077
MANAGEMENT
R N
POSITION with well estab
lished Home Health
Agency in Paris area Good
Salary and Benefit Pack
age Days Car Allowance
Options for additional in
come available Contact
at
Warren
Ms
or
90 1 3 5 2 7 9 1 3
1 800 628 0191

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance. IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We, will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

be used for
.ly because
pprehensive
ng surgery
ia is preferst's land anIf properly
iesthesia is
iu'll feel bette recovery
n't have to
nsciousness,
i the risk of
ffects Furmeral aneslately to the

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

nation. I am
f my Health
pproach To
who would
$1 25 with
s to PO Box
101-3369. Be
Risi

MAINTENANCE helper
Temporary may work into
full time or part time posi
bon Prefer general manta
nance experience and
background Apply in per
son at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
EOE

DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have own
vehicle and proof of onsur
anoe Apply in person at
Dominoes Pizza
EASY Work; Excellent Pay;
Read books at home Call
1 900 847 7878 or Write
PASE 187D 161 Lincoln
way N Aurora IL 60542
EMPLOYMENT opportunities are now available for
individuals with disabilibe
or special education high
school graduates through
the Job Training Partner
ship Act Program Employ
ment profile screenings will
be held on February 14 For
an appointment call
759-1965
EXPERIENCED LPN for
medical doctors office Also
needed combination
secretaryrrecepborust with
experience in medical in
surance, dictation and
bookkeeping References
required Send resume to
PO Box 749 Murray Ky
42071
'EXTRA INCOME '91 —
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelly gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Miami, FL 33261
SUMMER Employment
Resident advisors to pro
vide residence hall supervi
sion for students must be
21 years of age. have 2
years college, and expen
ence in supervision of stu
dents Computer teacher
and lab coordinator Tutors
for English, math, science,
and history All applicants
must have minimum GPA
of 3 0 Send letter of appli
cation, resume, and transcript to Upward Bound,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 by
March 9 1991 EOE
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
person in Murray to deliver
one of our morning routes
Must have a reliable car
Must be able to come up
with a $400 cash bond If
interested call David Hus
sey at 1 800 866 2211
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write
SD 12610 Central, Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

'ER
'T, M D

HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expert
ence References supplied
435 4146
HOME and office cleaning
References furnished Call
489 2266

ers to all
questions

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
taus $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932
USED and antique furniture glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

Call and place your ad today!

WAGON
iciti to help
is of being

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

107t:

SUPER single aterbed
d her% a
Boo
ter
s and
rail
3 4359 after
3Pm
TWIN beds
Days
753 9479, evenings
759 1509

Sewing
lAschinss
1990 SINGER open arm
sewing machine Like new
Buttonholes monogram,
even sews on button Sold
for over $350 pay balance
of $7960 or assume pay
ments of $14/mo Phone
credit manager 753 3316

RED Belly Ford New tires
and paint, overhaul on mo
tor Excellent condition
435 4263
21X1
Sports
Equiposont
270 MODEL 700 Fleming
ton BDL 4-16 Charles
Daily scope Tritronic
(electric) correctional collar 759 1084

It Itei

A,.' ,
P.."1

2BR gas heat $265/mo
plus deposit 753 9826

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expert
once Bobby Hopper
436 5848
BAC,KHOF Service ROI
L Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years expecreirc#,
Septic system drive wayr
r,auling foundations etc
759 44

2BR elder borne on ainr
Propane heat city wilt.
$19Simo pluF,
436 2759
3BR 1/, Dart, 2'
University Stove
frigerator furr
$300/mo
753 4845 M
8am 4 30p,

14%70 3 BEDROOM 1
bath mobile home Gas
heat central air, storm win
dows curtains refrigerator
dishwasher garbage dis
posal Underpinning ser
vice pole axles Excellent
condition 753 0023

MUST sell 1985 14x70
mobile home on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br
1'/, bath unfurnished ex
cept stove and refrigerator
well kept $10 200 or best
offer 759 1552

lirobtle
Homes For Rent
2BR 2 bath large pr/vats.
lot 7 miles east of Murray
Call Lindsey Beane
436 2582
2BR trailer rent $200 r13
also small cotta'',
$100 mo 436 5005

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

WOOD for sale 7519745
2,10
MIsesisneciue
FABRIC BARGAINS - 99e
sale! 99e sale! 99t sale!
Country Remnants. Hwy
68/641 Dratfen v ille, Ky.
(next to BOritflia, Marshall
County). 10am-5pm, MonSat.
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (Southside Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons offer silver dollars and
proof sets a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy COIns
and appraise estates
793 4161
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16' $142450. 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

(502) 753-1916

53 30/9
492 9348

&mhos.
Undoes
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
'Accident •Criminal •Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753 2641
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3BR house saie
Available Feb 8 $e',
plus deposit NO pi
759 1894 or 759 4641 1.
Itaftl Schindier

I

( II I 51

I hithn, .

t ii

it

4 BEDROOM 2 ba"
basement Days 75-1
evenings 759 1509

Roy Hill

5BR 1 full bath 2 ,
Gas heat gas wale, •
$375/mo
753 9826

Backhoe Senice

NEWLY remode,,!
2br house cl.t." t
heat central .1 ,
pliances floored
Good iocation C.
RE 753 W198

Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Years Experience
Spetializieg in Septic
Tanks, Sewers, Foundations, Hauling. etc.

AK, puo:
S.'
breeds,(
Poodles
615 746 (,,;
HAVE ar
mannered sal,
train classes
Professional
ers serving
12 years 4'4,

(502) 759-4664
• h.
1
w. t•,r •
• ,• „.

RE MOD F
hours Peg
ing 753 29'

11:31

FURNISHED New Con
cord $85/rho 436 2427
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

OFFICE
complex
1600sq ft Central heatiair,
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

KOPPERUD I--4r A
ors a c.ompie'i
•••
Real Estate serv
.•, .• .
wide seioct.)
a
homes
753 1222 '
1 800 25,
711L
SELL your r.,i
auction C-#0
tact WIISOn 0-th.#
.
S 12th
son 753

or Stir

I

•

- ts. stuf

• •,•

'I

*
I'

I
ft ,to#
t (,r VA,r etr •
14I

500

310
Want

To R•rd
WANTED to rent pnvati.
trailer lot 753 9962 alto
2pm

210

AlA Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492 8254

A L CE N.E U irrr(

24x48 3br 2 bath gas heat
air new carpet $7000
759 9308

180

250

the

me useful
Advice on
Your nei,s,
re Call

COUCH and chair gun ca
binet. office desk
753 9822

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562,
436 2758

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

r!

FumishIrags
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror. night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach/gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40. full size
peach wicker headboard
$40, girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15, 30ln
avocado electric stove.
good condition, $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

2 BEDROOM house 12
miles from Murray on Fast
94 $200month plus dupe
Sit 1 354 6729

2BR '
heat
tern F,
Near r
•
759 188'
753 350co

•

, N4h...
4,
• HARI

_

Ifvsult•

Firewood

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

0.5.55

912 BLUE/white oriental SHARP copiers Author
rug $75 like new ized dealer for sales stir
1 345 2605
vice supplies parts and
KIRBY Vacuum repair, rental units Local com
bags belts and hoses New pany Call 1 800 248 4319
and used vacuum cleaners WANT a faster refund/
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th Why pay more for elec
and Walnut Mayfield Days tronic filing? Our prices
247 4704
nights start at $20 001 Call Hodge
247 6663
Noel and Associates the
MILLIONAIRES MIL- income tax professionals at
LIONAIRES PA(;- 753 6069 or 759 1425
BERN'S CANDY IS BACK
270
IN MIRRAY Charlic't
Mobil.
Safe 1 Pharmacy
Homes For Saie
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
121i65 2BR 2 bath washer
ter 6pm
dryer refrigerator with ice
SUNTAN booth 753 3488 maker Great for room
mate Only $5600 Must
160
sell; 759 9703 753 6425

Homo

Services
Offered

AJto
So c Is

Help
Wanted

Notics

•

MiTiray Ledger Set Times
S30

A20

I
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11 F.S1/Alt,

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
!shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2 BEDROOM 1 car garage
$275/mo upstairs 1602
Main St 762 2025
2BR house or 2br apart
merit near downtown
753 4109
2BR duplex Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406
2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530
TAKING applications for
sector, 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bedrooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

4

• jp
p"

3BR I bath
backyard Low
priced in S -1
753-4.801

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

CUSTOM

180
Aulo
Services
CAR Stereo Installation
7534113. Sunset Boulc%ard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 Nock from \1St.
dorms.
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374

Co
- • ••

',USTOM

All Types Lit

Custom Woodworking

•
3BR 2 bath brick.
new carpet. punt ,Jr.1 v.
paper Fireplace v. It,
sort 2 car garage
outbuilding Imr,,20
possession Priced to
at $72,500 759 1 ..33

BY OWNER 3 be&Dorn
DUPLEX apartment in
bath brick house on
residential
near
area
Quiet
acres Outside sh
University 2br, appliances
storage building Lor...it, r; •
$275/mo Call 753 8096 or miles on blacktop roau
753-2633
121 South Priced in •-ri,
2BR duplex Westwood Dr 80 s Shown by appo,..!
Dishwasher central HA, ment only For more into,
washer/dryer hookup Re- mat/on call 753 1746
decorated Yard mowing
CONDOMINIUM ground
provided $350 759 4979,
unit with garage Low
floor
753-8859
utilities, wheel chair ac
2BR duplex 2 baths with cessabie For sale or lease
utility room Appliances 753-3293
furnished with microwave --built bock 2br
1008 A Northwood Dr No CUSTOM
full basement
with
home
pets Available March 1
Low maintenance_ easy to
Deposit required $450"mo
keep Attached carport plus
753 2905
detached garage/shop
2BR water and appliances
City water, city sewer, large
furnished 753-0087 after lot $35 000 Sound good?
It Si Call Kopperud Realty
5Pm
753-1222
3BR family room living and
H/A,
Central
room
dining
EXTREMELY well kept
stove and refrigerator No waterfront home in Ke
pets 492 8634
mane 3 bdrs 2 baths fire
place and greenhouse are
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
rust some of the nice tea
central H/A, appliances
lures $60's MLS $2512
furnished Very clean Col
Contact Kopperud Realty,
eman RE 753 9898
753 1222
FURNISHED 2br apart
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
ment with carport central subdivision 4br 2 bath
H/A 753-6609
covered deck 354 6006
NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient.
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

;1•

3 BEDROOM e
level den now ca'.
age pnvac,
wants otter '
753 9898

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
IS
T
"' .sfr
VI

• A\2'="emoVirlilli''

;‘tlic
48C0
ANY
paintrg •
timates
435 461..
.
.
APPLIAN'T
FAiRS
Factory traieeo h, 3 rnapr
rnanufacrurr-7s Mn,/s ar,
in stock on n'y tr.Jcor. All
work and parts wairanted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753 2455
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
Don and repair Free es9
mates 753 7203

gift
hoppe

‘1L
\ILAN.
(.1 11.\11
I ILNILN..

Remember your valentine
with fresh cut flower
arrangements or red roses
at reasonable prices.
Russell Stover chocolates.
stuffed animals and balloon
bouquets
Call ahead to have your
order ready for cash and
carry.
Free delivery in hospital
and Medical Arts Building.
RIM
m - 4.30 p.m (
.
.Ail.OWXY
1 -Vn.
6 p m. - 8.30 pm C0,

Hours
Mon -Fri 9 a

Sat & Sun 12 noon - 5

762-1275

6

•
•
••

.

.
•
AS

•
'
•
•
•;

HOSPITAL

803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

'

pm

•
7t.:44`
47
.
1
Wait.
•

I
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Rue Rickman
The funeral for Mrs. Rue Rickman will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Hornbe,ak Funeral
Home. Fulton. Jim Bellamy will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Obion
County Memonal Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Rickman. 61, Fulton. died

Monday morning at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
She is survived by her htisband.
Tommy Rickman two sons, Scott
Rickman. Lexington, and Jeff
Rickman, Fulton, her mother, Mrs.
Eva Bruce Cole, Martin, Tenn., one
sister, Mrs. Trcva Dublin, Arizona.
one brother. Codie L. Cole, TriCity.

James R.(Doc) Reid
Services for James R. iDo.;
Reid are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman funeral
Home. The Res.. Kendnck Lewis Ls
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Larry Roberts,
Sam Barnett, Bob Garnett. Herb
Nelson, Wallace Downey and Vernon Ross,
Burial will follow in Temple Hill
Cemetery

Mr Reid. 75, Kt 1, Dexter, died
Sunday at 7. 12 am. at Murray Calloway County Hospital
Survivors arc his wife, Mrs
Ruby Downey Reid; two daughters.
Mrs. Pat Vick and husband. Fred,
and Mrs. Kay Haywood and hus
hand. Pete. Rt. 1, Alm(); one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Bryant, Dover,
Tenn . two grandchildren. Angie
Flaywocxl and Leanne Vick, Rt I.
Almo

Dennis Daniel
Graveside rites for Dennis
Daniel were today at 11 a m. at
Parker Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Officiating was the Rev Dennis
Norvell. Miller Funeral Home of

Murray was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Daniel, 87. formerly of Murray died Monday at 1:30 a.m a:
Mayfield Community Hospital.
Mayfield.

Calloway County Middle School students who participated in the District Go%ernor's Cup Competition are pictured from left. Bottom
row: Dasid Smotherinan, Erin Grogan. Allison McDaniel. Susie Richter. Mike Wojceichowski, Allison Binford and Nebada Kennedy. Back
row: Andy Rose. Derek Smee, Matthew Perry. Jason Lett, Tom Richter, Da%id Jones. Melanie Stemmer and Molly

CMS academic team prepares
for regional competition
u • V.
A,au ,
a.7
preparing for
....mpet...,41 to c held Feb. 15
and :6 at Murray M.ddle School,
s:te of Regional Governor's Cup
Cornpet.tion.
bs Rebecca
and Rachel Neale.t.ro.:
Ca.ioway tearri took second place
recently a: the District Governor's
Cup Corr.petition held al North
Marshal! Middle School.
The
honors wen: to Murray
w.th a score of 30, while
l.a.ovvay accumulated a total of
26
caThv.ay. tad four first pace
- - 7.-ert• in ...be district competition
Andy k DSC f,rst in both math
and soca: stud:es. Al:son fi:nford
.n Er4...sh :ornpos.tior. and the
Pr,-)b.cm So.v:ng tcarn.
made up of Defelc Srflet.
RH:.hter and David
Srnotherrnan paced
Trie team
• -

ARN 12, 1991

Tt ESDAY,

are Tom Richter in Engl:sh composition, Jason Ike' in social...stc.dies. and David Jones in math. The
Quick Recall team is made up of
Andy Rose. Tom Richter, .„Derek
Sme-e. Matt Perry. Mike Wojceichowski. Susie Richter. Peter
O'Rourke II and Jason Leet
rcl:eived second place. This
11. :11 a:SO compete in regionals on
Saturday.
The Governor's Cup was in:t.ated by former Gov.. Martha Collins in :986 It recognizes outstanding performances in the areas
of math, social studies, language
arts. science and problem solving
ski]ls This competition encourages
the study of basic skills in academic subjects, just as sport competit.ons encourage practice of fundamental techn,ques of the game.
CCMS will enter about 12 students in the regional competition
or. fr.clay evening and . Saturday
-We are extremely proud of the
effort our students have exhibited
:his year.- said the coaches.

MHS alumnus chosen as speaker
There will be a program in
celebration of Black History Month
Friday, Feb. 22, at Murray High
School.
Phillip D. Williams will be the
guest speaker. He is a graduate of
the Murray High School class of
1970. Mr. Williams is the son of
Augusta and Ruth Williams of
Murray

Hospit▪ al...

Alter leaving Murray in 1970.
Williams served in the United
States Army His army career
duties ranged from infantry soldier,
Chaplains Administrator, Drug and
Alcohol Counselor to Army Criminal Investigator_ He retired from
the. Department of Defense after
seassinViSs ream Chief and Assistant Special Agent in charge of the

fUont'd from Page 6!

'4,
Carol Kidd, Rt S. Box
Benton;
Miss Erin Elizabeth Dick. Rt. 1,
Box 12C, Kirksey Miss Elizabeth
Cunningham. Rt. 2, Box 239E,
New Concord, Fdd Miller. P.O.
Box 2. Hazel.
Mrs Ehith Louise Bray, 306
Syuth Th.rd St , Murray: Virgil
Wa]ston, Rt. 2, Box 98, Murray.
Mrs Gol,tie M. Barrow, 104 Jack :on, Dover, Tenn:
Mi-s. Mabel G. Pullen. Rt. 7, Box
1. Murray, Thurman W. Albin, Rt
7, Box 17:. klayfield. Mrs. Melissa
Bernal Broach, Rt. 2. Box 144.
Puryear. Tenn.:
Lynn H. Newberry, Rt. 1, Box
583. Dover. Tenn.. Floyd L.
ArnoLl Rt. 6. Box 95, Murray.
Mrs Ju]:et G. Waihs, West View
N,rs.r4; Home, Murray.
Expiration
Rufus Quilier Knight. Rt. 4, Box
i -6, Murray.
Four newborn admissions. dismissals and one expiration a:
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
or Sunday. Feb. lit, have been
rc]cased as follows:
Newborn admissions
Freeman baby girl, parents. Katrna and R,ck,e. Rt 5, Box 349.
licr.1071.
!Vlers hah. girl. mother. Deanne
hers. Rt. 5. Box 668, ,v1urras,
Colson baby boy, parents. Tony a
and ROliN, RI_
Box 547. Hard:n.
Orr baby hos. parents. lioniiu
So.d..hide Manor,
and l.arrx F
Murray .
Dismissals
Mrs. Frances Kathleen Green.
P.O. Box 105. Murray. Mrs Cynthia L. Hs and baby girl, RI 4
Box 170. Murray.
Mrs. Imogene M. McClure. 517
Broad St.. Murray. Mrs. Karen K
Parker and baby g.r1. P 0 Box
502. Paris. Tenn..
Jesse Noryaortny. Rt 4 Box
374, Murray. M,ss1 na Lsnn
Rt. 6, Box
Reyes and 'hany
46. Murray.
Expiration
542
Is:
James k
Dexter
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for ,Monday. Feb.
11. have been released as follows
Newborn admissions
Walker baby girl. mother, Kimberly West. 1631 Walnut, Benton.
Judd baby girl, parents. Donna
and Tommy. 411 Dale St.. Paris.
Tenn..
Wilson baby boy. parents. Pame-

la and Randy. Rt. I, Box 98,
Arlington
Dismissals
Mrs. Birdie Rowlett. 112 Spruce
St..,Murray. Lewis Andrews. 103
Chestnut St.. Murray. Herman Wallace Jr., 703 Chestnut Si. Murray
Mrs. Amanda M3JCI1C Willaims,
Rt. 1. Box 92B. Puryear, Tenn.;
Frank Montgomery. 1619 Miller.
Murray.
Max Canady, Rt. 5, Box 747;
Murray; Mrs. Mary Nadeau. P.O.
Box 225. Murray; Miss Amy
Mahan, 1407 North Fourth St.,
Murray.
Mrs. Bonnie Gallimorc, Box 63.
Puryear. Tenn.: Miss Traci Lynn
Middleton, Rt., 2, Puryear, Tenn..
Mrs. Donna Tate and baby' boy'.
1108 Main St., Murray; Mrs. Tammy Montgomery and baby boy,'Rt.
2, Box 159. Hazel:
Mrs. Beatrice Blakely. West
View Nursing Horne, Murray Miss
Kimberly. Carpenter and baby girl.
Rt. 6. Box 169A. Paris. Tenn.

AP
of Kent.icky
active man7•,...s.ness interests if

Thompson selected
as merit scholar
James Karl Thompson. son of
Mr and Mrs John R. Thompson
of Orlando, Fla., has been
selected as a National Merit Schoiar Of the 14.000 students selected
nationally for the semi-finalist list,
only 6.000 will become finalists
James is a student at the Masters
Academy in Orlando and is the
grandson of Betty Thompson and
the late Col. John R. Thompson

selected to fill a vacancy on the
Tennessee Valley Authority board.
,
Kennoy, 53. of Lexington. Ky.
made the promise in a financial
disclosure statement to federal ethics officers. That same report said
he had more than SI 4 million in
aSSel.s.
Nominated by President Bush,
Kennoy would succeed retired
TVA Director Charles Dean on the
three-member board that heads the
giant federal utility.
Senate confirmation hearings on
Kennoy's appointment have yet to
be scheduled, but an aide to the
Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee said the panel
could interview him within the next
several weeks.

Phillip D. Williams

Valentine Special
Give Her A Pizza Your Heart!

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Industrial %%mtge.
-11.39
'Previous Close
2902.23 5
Sir Products
61 •
I U Class
_1911 39' :A
11,11 .. .... ......34' urn
Bank of Murray
150B sl
BIMll 's
................ 53-4 - 3 $
? Briggs & Stratton
0'i unc
;Chrv %ler ..............
11 - '
; 00:7 orp.
Ws urn
Dran Foods
43 Dollar Gen. store.......... ?P .11 91
f isson
.
•
/ 1-ord
32
General Motors
16' $ •
Goodrich
40
(soodvear
19
1.11.51
!'2
.
Ingersoll Rand
4,
/ K Mart
15 s
K t tjiities....................2l s unc
Kroger .... ......... ....... 20 unc
1. & Cs Energies..............40 ' s
Stc Donalds ........
.31 .1( Penneb
S3'
', Quaker 631s
54'
4;ears
31:0 '2 1
Snap.On 111015
32'"i
4
13.52111) ..................... 61' s • '
Tirrit-11arner
104 • 2
t
41':s •
al-Mart
- 3674 • 1(4 )
55 oolv4orth
3334 • 34 ••,
ield
6.86

Large Heart-Shaped Pizza
Large Pepsi (2 Straws!!!)
Plus...A Free Carnation!

$ 99

Only

Broken Heart Upon Request

753-6656

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. PGoicoeds

•
•

..i9ru 2,19

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
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MOTORIZED
TABLE SAW
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•
!--11 WARD
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A TRUE PERFORMER IN
ANY APPLICATION
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r-7
\3"2&c
. hest

investment
\ is tiou.

Atnrr,an and ....dwrst 51)1
IR% /sante, afsei S P

71/4" Circular Saw

$

"

REG. '439

Model No 5007NB
leg

Kennoy nominated by Bush for TVA board
u-

iProtective Services Branch.
Williams has earned an associate
degree in law enforcement, a
bachelor of science in liberal arts
and a master's degree in religion.
In 1990, the Rev. Williams was
ordained and is presently a pastor
at the Chnstian Fellowship Church
in Vienna, Va.
A reception will begin at the
high school at 1 p.m. The program
will begin at 2 p.m. The community. is invited to attend

13995

114"

$37999

OPENING AGAIN SOON

BARGAIN BASEMENT
•Men s
$$ viva
OPEN THURSDAY $
•Ladies
$ soitsiGs .Boys
FEB. 14TH
$
Prep
CORN-AUSTIN®753-2472 $
t
$ Court Square

1/4 H.P. Champ
Garage Door Opener

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $

Model 41140

,U1111111.1
Self-Rimmed •=

Stainless Steel Sink
58433 $3499
3322

942 Textured
'Fire tetaqiart
•AcCh,stscal
•Was1.atae
•Text...reo

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 101) ,
of the Deductibles'

Faultless
Entrance Lock
11T3700

Polished Brass

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You axe responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not Ors
$628 on Pan A. $100 on part B. Call me for more informauon.
Fail HELP i% (LAIN FILM", Fon WV if LIENTS 753-7890 ti a.m.-N p.m

4

$849

M YERS

•

MYERS

